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INTRODUCTION

In April 1978, NASAs Office of Space Transportation Systems

cor_nissioned the Georgetown Un_lersityGraduate School "Space Utillza-

tion Team," under the direction of Dr. T. Stephen Cheston, £o under-

take a.prelimlnary study of the emerging interest of the social science/

humanities community in space utilization concepts. The historical

context of this study is described in the Community Assessment section

(Overview of Technology and Society).

The contract required the Team to (a) assess the academic social

sciences/humanitles community, specifically: developing a llst of _ts

me_,ers, conducting a current literature review, handling relevant

correspondence, developing a list of current and planned academic

courses, and generating a preliminary matrix of relevant social sciences;

and (b) determine the academic scope�focus of a proposed social science

spa6e-related journal, specificaUy: identifying technical topics to

be reviewed (through such approaches as reviewing relevant llterature

and consulting with industry/government experts), defining academic

scope (through such approaches asdeveloplng a matrix of core discipline,

and consulting experts), identifying disciplines which should be

represented in the editorlal board/reviewer system (and suggesting

potential editors and reviewers), and assessing the time and funding

necessary to develop a self-sustaining journal (including analysls of

costs, income, general organlzational structure, marketing/dlstributlon,

and funding sources).

On several occasions the Team determined that further data collectlon

was either essential or advisable. These efforts to supplement and

e,_hance the utility of the study are detailed within the body of this

flnal report.

I
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C ONC LU S I ON S / REC OMME NDAT I ON S

Major conclusions and recommendations of the study are presented

below:

I. COMMUNITYASSESSMENT

A_ Conclusions

I) A substantial and growing number of scholars are studying

the space program from a social science/humanlties per-

spective. Interest on the part of these scholars can be

expected to increase as Shuttle-based space utilizatlon

projects are approved/undertaken.

2) The existence and future growth of an emerging co_nunity
of social scientists interested in space has important
implications for NASA.

A. NASA will increasingly require objective social science

input as the goals of the space program focus'on
meeting Earthly needs through the application of space

technology. By establishing a two-way co,_aunication

mechanism with the academic co_nunity already studying

social science aspects of space utilization, NASA

can obtain access to high-quality research and review
of mission-related social sciences. Much of the

quality research identified in the present study
was not funded by NASA, or otherwise integrated into
the planning process.

B. The absence of such a cou_unlcation channel may cause

the space agency to become isolated from the mainstream t_
of social science research, thus necessarily rendering "

proposed future space projects less relevant to soclal
needs and realitles.

B. Recommendations

1) Beginning at the concept development stage, NASA should
seek to foster interaction between space planners and
social scientists. More specifically:

A. In the near-term, NASA should seek to promote the
growth of the interested academic community by pro-

viding assistance in the development of resource

materials and by encouraging the growth of peer re-

view and interaction among members of the community.

1980014850-006



B. As Shuttle-based utilization projects are planned

and implemented, it may be useful to support more
comprehensive social science input. At that time,
NASA may wls;i to consider supporting a social science
research clearinghouse, analogous to the Lunar Planetary
Institute in the physical sciences. Such an organiza-
tion might conduct research, offer social science

fellowships for advanced studies, and provide a forum
for the dissemination of research.

•C. Impact of Implementing Recommendations

]) NASA would receive assistance in:

' A. Planning socially-relevant space technologies.

i B. Evaluating mission planning.
I C. Identifying and utilizing existing social science
i data applicable to agency activities.

' 2) NASA would assist the academic community in accord with
agency pollcy.

A. By providing a focal point for research input.

B. By providing the directions £or future soclal science
space research.

C. By helping to insure a professional approach to space.

soclal science research by providing for peer review
and interaction. This would result in the long-term
development of an academic community with a multi-
technology viewpoint.

II. JOURNAL FEASIBILITY

A. Conc lus ions

1) Some professional communication mechanism for interested

• scholars is necessary, but it is doubtful that a quarterly
publlcation is feaslble at this time. Financial consid-

erations are the primary reasons for this conclusion.

2) Even if financlally feasible, such _ journal should be
independent of NASA, aerospace corporations, or other
identlfiable "interest groups" to insure the full credi-
billty of the publication.

B. RecoMendations

I) NASA should examine alternative forms of wrltte=l communi-

cation mechanisms, such as a "handbook" of basic materlals
relevant to the social sciences.

!
• , [
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C. Impact of Implementing Recommendations

1) NASA would not be committed to the rigorous schedule
of maintaining a quarterly publication schedule, but
would be able to provide basic materials to interested
scholars.

I
4 |
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COMMUNITY ASSESSMENT

The contract required a multi[aceted assessment of the social science

conunu_ity interested in space utilization. Major components included:

(I) a listing of the community members, including institutional affilia-

tlon, time involved in the field, specific interests_ and scholarly pro-

duction; (2) a review of current literature; (3) the construction of

a prellminary matrix of related social science disclplines, based on consul-

tations and available resource material; (4) the management of correspon-

dence with interested individuals and groups; and (5) an examlnat_on

of current and planned academic courses. The Space Utilization Team

chose a survey of the social sciences commuuity as the optlmal means of

obtaining information on co_unlty members and current/planned courses.

The survey was expanded to gather relevant in£ccmation on the social

science connnunity beyond that required by the contract. Survey respondents

and other experts were consulted (both personally and through the litera-

ture review) to enhance the quality and pertinence of the preliminary

matrix of related soclal science disciplines. The matrix was reviewed

and revised repeatedly to insure maximum utility. .,.

The Team's assessment of the social science cou:nunity should serve

several functions, including: (1) providing a prelimlnsry overview of the

level of activity and interest in the social science co_unlty concerned

with space utillzation, emphasizing streng:h_ and weaknesses of the co---unlty

and identifying knowledgeable institutions and indivlduals; (2) serving as a

basis for subsequent NASA interaction with the social sciences; and (3) poa-

slbly suggesting new insights or procedures to NASA plannero.

A prelimlnary assessment of the interested co,u,unlty of social science

scholars is also tlmely in llght of the need for soclal science analysis of spac

utilization and the potential utility of such research, as the overview notes.

5
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OVERVIEW OF TECHNOLOGYAND SOCIETY

Technology Inherently creates new opportunities but slmultaneously

generates new problems of unknown dimensions for indivlduals and society.

Sociologist Daniel Bell contends that:"Technology does not determine

s_clal structure; it simply widens all kinds of possibilities . . . a

slngle technology is compatible with a wide varicty of social patterns

and the decision about the use of the technology is, primarily, a functlou

of the social pattern a society chooses." 1

Technology and the Social Sciences

In recent years the continued growth in scientific and technological

advances has produced applicatlons which frequently redult in nmJor

societal Impacts--some foreseen, others unexpected. Emmanuel G. Hesthene_

then director of the Harvard University Program on Technology and Society,

noted in 1970 that: "What distinguishes our time (from earlier technology-

induced eras such as the 18th century Industrial revolution) is less the

fact that technology has important social consequences than our widespread _

2
awareness of that fact and our ;_adiness to deal with it."

The social analysis of technology now constitutes a significant

research actlvlty--supported by studies undertaken in the academic,

governmental, and private sectors. University programs--especlally at

graduate levels--concentrate on preparing students to systematlcally

3
analyze the Interdlaclplinary forces of teclu_ology and society.

Specific social science dlaclplinea, as well as Interdlsclpllnary analysis,

have been applled to Individual technologies s_d major projects in

response to governmental pollcles and legislatlon which promote such

6
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research for the purpose of obtaining diverse insights into optimal

approaches to policy planning and implementation. (This phenomenon is

discussed in greater detail in the matrix--impact assessment section.)

Scholarly analysis of the social consequences of technology and

technological change definitlonally encompasses significant roles for

many, if not most, of the social sciences (Appendix A defines the ..,oci_

sciences for purposes of this study).

Because natural and applied scientific res._archcan be verified,

while the social sciences, for the most part, canno_ some observers have

argued that the social sciences are substantively distinct from the

4
natural and applied sciences.

However, recently social scientists increasingly have been attempting

to construct social science research projects to facilitate quantification

and consensus analysis. This trend suggests that the distinction between

the so-called "exact" and "inexact" sciences is less valid than previously

5
supposed.

Regardless of the ultimate evolution of the social sciences, their

utility in addressing the effects of technological initiatives will be

6
explolted Increasingly. And, as more and more scholars assess the

soclal impa=ts of technology, both the studies' quality and the analysts'

expertise might be expected to improve. This progression may well pro-

vide an instltutlonal base for comprehensive, long-term soclal analyses.

.SpaceTechnolosy D Soclety_ and the Soclal Sclence_ss

The present study should be considered within the broad context

outlined above and wlthln the narrower context defi_ed by apace tech-

nologies. The National Aeronautics and Space Administration and space

technology have been molded by and within the soclal/economlc/polltlcal

?
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environment. Cmlcomltantly, space technology has Ivfluenced that en-

vironment. A 1970 study sponsored by the Aspen Institute for Humanistic

Research declared that:"Few events are llkely to change human perspectives

more than man's hard-won abillty to launch himself from planet Earth to

explore the reaches of space." 7

The study of the Inter-relatlonshlps between space technology and

society has developed, over time, in a cycllcal fashlon--generally in

response to NASA program objectives. Ha, or space projects, especially

manned missions, have generated Intcrest in and the need f_r mission-

related "human factors" soclal science studies and studies of the

socletal impact of the space program. During periods of relatlve in-

activity in the manned space program, such studies not unexpectedly have

been fewer in number. Given the near-term reallzatlon of the next

major U.S. manned space enterprlse--the Space Shuttle--NASA planning

and programming should benefit from a prellmlnary evaluatlon of the

relevant soclal sciences and the com_unlty of scholars interested in

spplyln8 their expertise to the analysis of Shuttle-based space utill-

zation.

the development of a space-related social science co.nunity: 1958-1968

In 1974, Dr. Hary Nolman (currently chairman of the department of

economics, -'he George Nashlngton UnlversJ_y) completed a review of ](ASA's

contracts and grants in the social sciences from 1958 to 1968 as part

of her book, The PoUtlcal Economy of the Space program. One Important

conclusion of this ten year review: '_Since its Inception, NASA&as done

much in its attempt [o unde;'stand the soclo-economle effects of its

actions and programs. AJ_hough small compared vlth total expenditures,

about one-tenth of one percent of a ten-year budget, about $35 ullllon_

8
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8
was spent for research in the social sciences between 1958 and 1968."

_hile this figure does not reflect all NASA-sponsored soclal science

research conducted during the period, e.g., social science research on

'*human factors** is excluded, it does document NASAts intrinsic interest

in such research. Dr. Holman further noted that *'the mandates of the

Space Act are not the sole explanatlon for NASA's suppor_ of research

in the social sciences• Interest in the soclal and economic effects

of the space program . . . necessarily became the concern of NASA

• officials.** 9

The Apollo program, in part because of the national co_itment of

resources and prestige, inevitably raised social, economic, legal and

policy concerns in many sectors of American society. The interest

prompted by these concerns encouraged some social scientists to analyze

the broad social i_acts of space programs on soclety and, conversely,

I0
the effects of society on the space effort. Some of these studies

were reviewed or analyzed in books, professional Journals, and (to

some extent) the popular press. 11 Respected scholars in some disciplines

addressed the need for this type of analysis, arguing that, in fact,

12
social analysis was not a luxury but a necessity, p

Concurrent vith this spontaneouj growth of social science interest

in the Apollo prosra:, NASA began to appreciate the necessity of

familiarizin$ itself with the real and potential contribution_ of the

social aciencaa to space program planning and implementation. Through

srants and contracts, NASA sought to focus some of this research in areas

of sreatest relevance to the asency.

NASA-sponsored Apollo era social selene-., research tended to con-

centrate on mission-relate, human factors o_ L_3hly specific studies

of the impact of NASA spending on local sno regional economies, or on

1980014850-013
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occasion the legal aspects o£ NASA's policies and programs.

As the Apollo program concluded, the interest level of the social

science community in space research apparently began to decline. For

NASA, the early 1970's were a time of initially 4eveloping the Shuttle

and of planning how best to utilize the opportunities offered by the

Space Transportation System. Because new programs and technologies as

yet were not clearly defined, the social science community interested

in space had no focus for their interest--thus the interest began to

dissipate.

the continuing evolution of a space related social science community:

mid 1970's-present

Beginning approximately in the mid-1970's, however, several pro-

posals for Shuttle utilization were commissioned by NASA, the aerospace

13
industry, and in some cases, private organizations and individuals.

These proposals have been categorized generically by the Georgetown Team

as addressing "space utilization" and generally have en¢isioned employing

the Shuttle and/or Shuttle-based technologies in space to pursue objec-

tives such as providing energy, developing new products, and creatisg

new information and resource development services--objectives with

potentially significant benefits for Earth.

These proposals, especially those receiving attention outside NASA,

prompted a re-emergence of interest in social analysis of the space

program by academic institutions, members of non-profit organizations,

the aerospace industry, and some members of Congress. Additionally,

heretofore uninterested sectors of the public--for example, the public

interest group community--analyzed, and in many cases opposed, future

14
Shuttle-relatedspaceprojectson the basis of perceivedsocialeffects.

10
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This escalating interest of social scientists in space was generated

not only because of the potential impacts on society of space ventures,

but also because of the potential for new advances in the social science

analysis of human interactions within the isolated environments of the

Shuttle and the NASA/European Space Agency Spacelab. 15 i

NASA's mall on the subject also began to show an increase--seemingly

J

directly attributable to the emergence of proposed Shuttle-based tech-

16
nologles, and related proposals for their utilization.

the future of the space, related soclal science communi| : the Shuttle age

As the Shuttle nears completion and initial orbital testing, the stage

is set for a new era in space. Dr. Frank Press, director o_ the Executive

Office of Science and Technology Policy, recently testified that: "The

Shuttle era will continue these (space-induced) changes (in our daily

lives) as it introduces new vistas in sc%ence, exploration, and appllca-

17
tions."

In the Shuttle age, the role of the social science community wiJl,

in some respects, be similar to the Apollo program role, in spite of

the fact that the era of "space spectaculars" has been supplanted by

a program operating within realistic budgetary constraints and empha-

sizing beneficial terrestrial impacts of the space program. The social

sciences constitute a necessary component of program planning, both

legally and practically. Carrying out the mandates of the still-operatlve

National Space Act of 1958 will, of necessity, include elements of

social science analysis. The Act requires "the establishment of long-

range studies of the potential benefits to be gained from, the oppor-

tunltles for, and the problems involved in the utilization of aero-

nautical and space activities for peaceful and scientific purposes." 18

/

U
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Since tile space program is a product of banertean society, attempts to

understand ful.Ly potential benefits antl problems necessarily assumes

an analysis of the .,;t,t" [.11 coutt:xt within, which tile program I||tl.qt opcraLe.

Tile social sciences have thus traditionally been relevant to NASA.

In another sense, over the next decade, the social science eonmmnlty

might well assume an ev_'_ more prominent role in NASA planning. The

Space Utilization Team has identified three trends which may require

greater social science analysis input in NASA planning during the 1980's:

(I) 'The Changing Nature of the Space Program Since Apollo. In

terms of manned space flight (the Shuttle), the primary goals of future

projects will not be litaited solely to scientific exploration. Rather,

as enunciated in the Administration's "Fact Sheet on Civil Space Pol.[cy" :

"In the future, activities will be pursued in space _hen it appears that

national objectives can most efficiently be met throtq;h space activities."

This increasing emphasis on using space technology to pursue national

goals wlll require a clear view of how those technologies affect society--

which in turn requires an understanding of mecha:lisms and 'ethodologles

employed in the scholarly analysis of society, i.e., the social sciences.

(2) Increasing Desire for Publlc participation in Agency Decisions.

National policy haa been moving toward increasing the public role in

agency deels[on-making processes, beginning in 1969 with the National

Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and continulng today with several agencies'

19
public participation programs. Legislation and court decisions have

mandated that environmental and social impact statements accompany any

20
agency proposals likely to affect such c_,_cerns. Already social

seientlsts are beginning to analyze these programs and their impacts--

potentially providing an important input into public participation

programs, social impact assessments, and other mechanisms for public

12
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participation in decision-making. Numerous government agencies (inrluding

the Department of Energy, the Corps of Engineers, the Environmental Pro-

tection Agency, and the Tennessee Valley Authority) have recognized that

the societal effects of their programs compel them to seek inc_ase_

public involvement and/or social analysis. If NASA takes a similar

approach, the social sciences will be able to provide an external,

professional assessment of the advantages and shortcomings of vario_

procedures and policies.

(3) Increasln_ Demand for Mission-Related Social Sciences. Lmrger

and more differentiated crews will distinguish Shuttle and Shuttle-

based activities from earlier manned efforts. Dr. B.J. Bluth, a

sociologist at the University of California, Northridge, noted sig-

nificant implications for NASA in a recent communication with the

Georgetown Team: "With the change in the character of Shuttle/Spacela5

missions, the factor of more frequent and routine ndssions involvin_

many more people than in the past with direct relationships with the

space environment will require a change in management and organlzat_an

practices if the missions are to be effective, efficient, and if morele

is to remain good. This trend would imply that NASA will need a larger Pl
J

social science input as the mission profile develops." 21 An earlier _I

NASA task group concurred: "Translating our knowledge of social an_ !

political sclenc¢ to the environment of space, and understanding the i

special problems and opportunities provided by this environment requires

22
emphasis by NASA." The ability and opportunity to conduct gro,md-

breaking sociological experiments may generate experimental data ap-

pllcable to the study of societies on Earth, thus stimulating "a real

leap ahead in the quality of human social llfe in space and on Earth," 23

The need to anticipate and deal with social interaction in the space

13
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environment will challenge NASA and several professionals included in

24
this study.

Dr. Bluth has identified three characteristics of sociological

studies generated in the Shuttle environment which distinguish them from

currently available studies: (i) tilephysical isolation of the space

facilities; (2) the unique aspects of new jobs which address living

and working in the space facilities; and (3) the level of sophistication

achieved by organizational planners in the last few years. Dr. Bluth

contends that the simultaneous existence of these conditions is unique

and that careful analysis of data generated in such an environment may

yield new and useful insights into terrestrial social organization.

Each of the above trends, therefore, could intensify the need for

research pertinent to NASA mission/policy planning-Land in the case of

research results, may be applicable to a broad range of terrestrial

needs. The cross-application of space research results to Earth-based

research is quite clear in the case of assessing the impact of ,'NASA

technol_gles on Earth societies; in the cases of requiring public par-

ticipation and conducting mission-related research, new techniques of

social science analysis might be developed for space research purposes

which could be applied to terrestrial situations.

4 Ii
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SURVEY

The survey is the primary means of developing the required llst of

scholars currently involved in the social science aspects of space util-

ization, the duratio_ of their iuterest, their specific areas of interest,

and thelrscholarly production to date. In support of the broader con-

tractual goal of assessing the social science community, the survey was

expanded to track the contemporary development and growth of the social

science community interested in space utilization (a copy of the survey

is included as Appendix B). Additional survey questions addressed topics

such as: age; profile of current Job; educational background; membership

in professional associations; professional knowledge and evaluation of

space utilization; and experience in relevant funded research.

Such a survey is appropriate for defining the scope and character-

istics of a spontaneous and diverse community, such as the social science

community interested in space utilization. By cataloguing legitimate

social science concerns and assessing professionals available for advice,

NASA can take the first step toward integrating the social science per-

spective into its planning process. Disciplines relevant to NASA planning p

include: anthropology, archltecture/design, business/management, communi-

cations, economics, education, geography, history, philosophy, political

science, psychology, public administration, rellgion/theology, and sociology.

Further analysis of relevant fields appears in the matrix section, and a

list of pertinent sub-flelds is attached as Appendix A.

The Space Utilization Team, NASA, and a variety of experts reviewed

the final survey for m_stance, style, and such characteristics as due

concern for respondents' privacy, clarity of language, and unambiguous

question formats.

15
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DISTRIBUTION

The Space Utilization Team distributed approximately 600 surveys,

initially mailing to a carefully-screened core llst of 175 professionals

with a probable interest in space utilization. The Team subsequently

contacted other social science/humanltles professionals and/or depart-

ments likely to be interested in space utilization. Potential respondents

receiving the survey included: (i) social scientists or humanities pro-

fessionals with a known interest in space utilization, based on the Team's

knowledge of the field; (2) social science professionals who independently
!

contacted the Georgetown Team or NASA; (3) individuals referred to the i_

Team by NASA or interested experts; (4) social scientists or humanities

professionals recommended by survey respondents as candidates for the

survey--currently 283 recommendations have been received, with approximately

145 representing new candidates for the survey (125 arrived in time to be

placed on the mailing llst); (5) professionals discovered through the

limited literature review undertaken for matrix/journal development;

(6) relevant university programs or departments, including a small sub-

sample of departments listed in the EVIST (Ethics and Values in Science i

and Technology) Resource Directory published by the American Association

for the Advancement of Science; and (7) professionals who responded to

survey notices placed in professional Journals.

The survey sample excluded members of the press, but included both

a small representative sample of scientists (physlcal/mathematical) with

social science concerns and interests and a smal'l"subsample of students.

RETURN

Realizing that the longer survey (totaling eight pages) would tend

to lower the return rate, the Space Utilization Team employed a telephone

16
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outreach program, encouraging potential respondents to participate.

This outreach effort, combined with the explicit interest of most of

the sample, produced relatively high return levels. Approximately

35% of all distributed surveys were returned (213 of 615). However,

a more relevant calculation might be the number of surveys returned as

a percentage of the number of surveys distributed directly to individuals

(as opposed to departments or meeting participants). This calculation

yields a return rate of about 46%, which is relatively high for direct

mail surveys.

RESULTS

The final tabulation was based on a sample of 212 surveys. Sub-

Jective questions were tabulated manually, and objective q_estions have

been computerized for easy access and cross-tabulation capabilities. 1

Questions which defined sample characteristics or which generated general-

izable and functional findings are analyzed below.

Data limitations include: (a) the sample selection techniques,

which focused on social scientists with a demonstrated interest in space

utilization. Hence, the sample is not random, nor was it intended to be;

and Co) the sample size (212 respondents), which represents a prellmlnary

base from which to draw concluslons. Results must therefore be evaluated
I

as _entatlve concluslons--useful insights to guide future research and +

pl_nnlng.
i

Characteristics of the Sample

(I) Education (Survey Question III-A). Most survey respondents

are well-educated (see Table I, p. 18 ). Approximately 141 of 212 re-

spondents hold Ph.D. s: and 37 have HAs--over 66% of the sample. Only j
!
+

17
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TABLE 1

Educational Qualifications _

141 PhDs

37 _s

"' 27 BAs

7 none listed

* based on highest degree listed

TABLE 2

Organizational Affiliations*

University 104

College, Jr. Coll. I0

Other Educ. 4

Education 118

Non-Profit 19

Research 16 i

Academic Research 35 •

Corp/Business 15

Aerospace Corp/Bus. 13

Business 27

Federal Govt 12

State/Local Govt 2

Military 5

Government 19

Medla/PR 2

Other 3

All others 5

* 204 out of a sample of 212 responded

,8 il
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_ ...... _ ...... ,i ii__ i_i_. _i__±___,__._. _....___ _

7 respondents list no degrees. Fields displaying the heaviest concen-

trations of reported degrees include: sociology (26), psychology (21),

law (16), anthropology (14), and political science (12). The sample

thus appears to be well-educated in a variety of fields. Many re-

spondents reported interests crossing over several fields, a phen-

omenon discussed later.

(2) Organizations (Survey Question II-B). The sample predominantly

represents professionals affiliated with educational institutions (see

Table 2, p. 18), with 118 of 212 respondents (over 55%) employed by !

universities, colleges, Junior colleges, or other educational instltu-
!

tions. Roughly 35 respondents (over 16%) are affiliated with non-profit !

or research organizations, and 27 respondents (al_ost 13%) work for
:i

corporations or businesses (12 for aerospace-related firms). Only 19 I

survey respondents (about 9%) are employed by federal, state, or local
I

governments. Hence, the survey sample is comprised of largely academic

professionals from educational institutions and from institutions con-

ducting social science analyses (the latter identified by the Team based

on prior knowledge or matrix research).

(3) Age (Survey Question I-B). The age distribution of the sample PI

reveals a number of survey respondents (136) between the ages of 29-48

(see Table 3 , p. 20 ). This preponderance of younger respondents sug-

gests several possible impllcatlons--e.g., the sample probably includes

many indlvldualswho were not Involved in the earlier burst of soclal

science interest in space policy (see CommnltyAssessment introduction).

In addition, the age distribution indicates that NASA could identify a

pool of advisers with rising professlonal expectations and th_ capacity

to study space utillzatlon over time. ¥1nally, the age distribution

seems to demonstrate that the sample does not contain a l_rge proportion

19
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TABLE3

Age*

69-79 3

59-68 10
• e,

49-58 37

39-4.8 60

29-38 76

19-28 16

* 202 out of a sample
of 212 responded _-

TABLE 4

Geographic Distributions ,:

Northeast 54

Nest Coast 45

DC-area 36

Htdwest 23

Southwest 23

Southeast 15

California 40

New York 26

Texas 20

Virginia 13

Missouri 12

Pennsylvania 11

DC 11

Ksssachusetts 9

2O
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of professlonals who have been at the top of their flelds for many

years.

(4) Experience in Funded Research (Sucv_y Question V-H), Approx-

imately 67% of the sample (139 respondents) have never applied

for funded research in space-related fields. A

slightly higher percentage of respondents (69%, or 144 respondents)

have never undertaken funded research in space-related flelds. Of the
J

64 respondents who claimed to have undertaken funded research, only

35 (or 17Z of the total number of respondents) reported undertaking

social science or humanities research.

(5) Geography (Survey Question I-E). The sample is well dis-

persedgeographically (see Table 4 , p.20 ), with heavlest concen-

trations of respondents in the Northeast, the Nest Coast, and the

Washington, D.C. area. Explanations for this distribution are not

definitive. The distribution may be explained partially by exposure

to space-related issues; for example, the heavy response from Califor-

nia and to a lesser extent Texas may be related to aerospace activities

and corporations in these areas. The relatively large proportion of

respondents in the Nashington, D.C. ares mlght be explained by citing
@

exposure to federal space policy debates. Of course, such hypotheses

would not explain the relatively high concentration of respondents in

the Northeast (which might be attributable to response from the many

educational institutions in the area) or the relatively low concentration

in the Southeast. Simply, the sample is geogrnphlcslly diverse, probably

because of a variety of factors.

The three states with the most respondents--California (40), New

York (26), and Texas (20)--are all relativel) large states with si_
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ni£1c_nt urban populations. The Importance of this distribution is not

readily apparent--and given the size of _he sample, conclusions should

be Jrawn cautlously.

ted Rcsponses

(I) In_ormatlon Levels (Survey Q_,._ion IV-E). The majority of

su:'ve_ respondents attempt to loll,,.: _h_: development of space utillza-
• e

tlon ei_hcr very closely (105, :r _,_e_ 49%) or somewhat closely (84,

or almost _0%)---{s_e Tabi_ _ :_. ?_). While respondents may or may

not be successful, their subj_ctlve evaluation of intentions suggests

that the sample seeks to b_, well-lnformed--and, conco_Ltantly, would

welcome additional materlals relevant to thelr interests. Furthermore,

it is likely that survey respondents have a professional perspective

Includlng not only thelr own field but also the fleld of space sciences.

ghile the sample's understanding of the technlcal/sclentlflc aspects

of space utilization concepts may not approach t],at of _SA and other techni-

cal experts, the respondents are, _tnimally, capable of makin& pre-

lieLtl.ary judgments on the relevance of space technologies to social

science/humanlties research. Given the sample's acquisitive bent, s

continuing/expanded dtalosue between the social science/humanities

connnunity and the space technology/scientific con,.unity should encourage

greater understanding of major social and technological issues/options

in both communities.

(2) Time of Involvement (Survey Question IV-A). Over half of the

sample cited non-professional interest In space-related fields in the

early years of the space prosram (before 1962), with only 16Z reportin8

professional or primary professional interest in space-related fields

durlng that period (see Table 6 , p. 23). By the early 1970's, over

t
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TABLE 5

It, fo r,_ t ion Levels*

¥ollow the development of sp_ce utilization:

Very closely, actively seekiilg all _vailable information 105

Somewhat closely, seeking information on occasion 84

Not too closely, rather randomly 22

* 211 out of a sample of 212 respondod to this qu_stlon

TABLE 6

TJme of Involvement*

Non- Prlmary
No Pro_'l Prof'l Prof*l

Interest Interest Interest Interest

Before 1962 68 108 24 11

1962-69 35 106 45 25

1970 16 73 88 34 ." "

After 1975 4 32 112 63

* 211 out of a sample of 212 responded to thiB question

b
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57% claimed a professional/primary professional interest in space-related

fields, and by 1975 the figure had grown to over 80% (an estimated 90%

of the sample old enough to claim professional/primary professional interest

actually claimed such a level of interest).

These findings broadly indicate the importance of individuals with

non-professional interest in space-related fields. Cultivating individuals
• c

with such an Interest--making efforts to assure the availability of

accurate and wlde-ranging information--could produce beneficial long-

term effects, such as an improvement in the social scientists' familiarity

with space-related issues, the deve]opment of a pool of diversely qual-

ified advisers, and an increase in the total number of professionals

interested in space-related issues.

(3) Space Utilization Concepts (Survey Question IV-F). Across the

board, survey respondents evidenced strong interest in space utilization

concepts ranging from shorter-term, earth-oriented systems to more ex-

tensive utilization of space as a general soclal/sclentific resource

(see Table 7 , p. 25).

A total of 708 expressions of strong interest in the ten concepts

were registered by the 212 survey respondents.

Space industrialization prompted roughly 31% of the total expressions

cf strong interest, specifically: energy systems (13%); resource develop-

ment/exploration (i0%); and manufacturing/processing sytems (9%). This

finding might stem from interest in mld-range proJects whlch address

significant earth problems (resource shortages/misallocations/maldistri-

butions). Alternatively, this interest might indicate that the social

science community is concerned with the economic aspects of space utili-

zation, such as the potential for industrial activity and the prospect

for corporate specialization in space production.

24
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TABLE 7

Interest in Space Utilization Concept ss

CONCEPTS EXPRESSIONS OF STRONG INTEREST

Space Industrialization:

Energy" Systems 89

Resource Development/Exploit ation 70

Manufacturing/Processing Systems "64

223

Scientific Research:

Exploration of Space 100

Space Research (On Astronomlcal Topics) 53

153

Human Settlements :

All Types 134

Satellite Systems :

Communications Systems 72

Remote Sensing (Of Earth Phenomena) 53

125

Other: '

Medical/Therapeut ic Advances 31

Tourism 21

Wrlte-lna: '_

Political Systems 5

Application of Space to Earth's Problems 4 :

Military Systems 4

Miscellaneous 8

25
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Another noteworthy result is the sample's interest in space utili-

zation projects whose primary focus is the acquisition of scientific

knowledge. Approximately 22% of the total expressions of strong interest

supported scientific research--speciflcally, the exploration of space

(14%) and astronomlcal space research (7%). Multidisciplinary support

for scientific research seems apparent--either in principle or because

the data have multidisclplinary applications.

l
The human settlement category generated roughly 19% of the total

expressions of strong interest. This figure is probably a complex re- m

flection of several factors, such as:

(a) an interest in short-term and long-term orbital human f_ctors

(because of a previously-undetected design idlosyncracy, the human settle-

ment category is the only choice specifically encompassing human activities

in space, whether modest or extensive in scope--whether focused on space

station assignments or on space coloniza on);

(b) the broadly interdisciplinary character of such an ambitious

undertaking as small or large human settlements in space (as matrix

development emphasized, the human settlements concept cuts across all _
I

academic disciplines, so that the successful design and operation of ,_

human settlements in space wo_Id require the application of a wide range 1

iof disciplines, and hence attracts widespread interest/concern); and

(c) a general interest in space projects known to the sample, _ich

does not preclude general interest in more immediate programs, of course i_

(two factors should be considered: 1) the idea of human settlements in _ _

space triggered extensive mass media attentlon--in fact, recently the

human settlements concept has been analyzed with much greater frequency

and by a wider range of publicatlons/programs than other space projects.

It is therefore likely that more social scientists have been exposed to

26
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this concept than to other space projects which are largely the province

of NASA _nd more specialized publications/programs. Near-term technolo-

gies, in particular, are not as well publicized as the broader human

settlement schemes. For example, note the relative public awareness/

publicity of O'Neill's concepts versus the Rockwell space industrializa--

tion study or the Aerospace Corporation study of, primarily, mass

coannunlcation prospects), and 2) almost all respondents citing strong _

interest in human settlements alsoexpressed strong interest in other
i

space utilization concepts, many with shorter time frames, which might

demonstrate an across-the-board interest in space projects which can

be focused on partlcular programs, e.g., more near-term or high

priority projects).

(4) Si_-_iflcant Potential Problem Areas (Survey Question IV-H).

Respondents cited two types of potential problems, implementational

feasibility and operational feasibility (see Table , below). Propor-

tionally, respondents were most concerned with: (a) political feasi- •

billty, with 91 exp, esslons of concern (24% of the total) over such

issues as public support for the space program, long-term governmental

support of space projects, adverse reactions to high technology, and

government's inability to implement programs successfully; (b) the

feasibility of humans living in space, with 61 observationo (16%)

on the importance of designing space environments for people, selecting/

training personnel, studying physical/psychological reactions o£ per-

sonnel, evaluatlng the impact of assignments o£ varying lengths, planning

for social and cultural shock, predictins/avoiding human error, and

preparing personnel to return to Earth; (c) the funding and cost-benefit

status of space programs, with 48 expressions of concern (13%) over abso-

lute costs of projects, cost-beneflt evaluations of specific space

27 '
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utilization projects, and comparis>ns of Earth-based versus space-based

projects pursuing similar goals; (d) international feasibility, with

47 expressions of concern (12%) over issues of internatioL,al control/

funding of space utilization projects, equitable distribution of benefits,

and international competition over space resources; and (e) military _

operations in space, with 39 observations (10% of the total) on the J

0J

danger of moving Earth-based conflicts into the new space arena and the _

possibility of over-emphasls on military development of space. _,veral

respondents discussed in specific detail the imperative need for NASA

to integrate social factors/impacts into the program planning process. 4

J_

!

1

ti

%
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MATRIX

The contract calls for "the develppment of a tentative matrix of

specific fields and sub-field_ within the social sciences/humanities

that relate to space utilization" (see Appendix A for a di.qcussion of the

Space Utilization Team's working definition of space utilization). The

Team based the tentative matrix on extant knowledge, the review of current

literature required by the contract, and consultations with relevant

experts. The matrix was reviewed and revised several times in search

of a useful format.

FUNCTIONS/GOALS

The functions of the preliminary matrix are numerous. As discussed

in the community assessment overview, prospects for Shuttle-based utili-

zation have prompted a re-emergence of interest in the space program

among social sclence/humanlties scholars. This emerging con_unlty of

scholars currently is not interconnected--in general, there exist few,

if any, efforts designed to encourage peer review and interaction among

scholars. Thus, interested professionals often are unaware of previous

or current research which might provide insights into their own studies.

One purpose of the matrix, then, is to provide a tentative framework _or

organizing and reviewing available literature and research relevant to

the soclal science study o£ space utillzatlon. Such a framework should

alert interested professionals to existing scholarship in their own fields

and, ultlmately, should help identify "research gaps." This latter function

can serve as an inltlal guide, in conjunction with an analysis of future

NASA programs_ to space utillzatlon research requirements in the soclal

sciences.
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A second matrix function, if properly developed and utilized, =ight

be to foster productive interactions among the diverse but related com- J

munlties of: (I) scientists and professionals charged with planning and

implementing NASA missions, and (2) scholars and researchers actively

investigating various social science aspects of the space program. The

need for such increased interaction (specifically with respect to ocean

development policy/oceanographic science) was isolated by Dr. Robert

Frosch, then Associate Director for Applied Oceanography at the Woods

Hole Oceanographic Institution, in 1977:

In short, it is not sufficient to address the sci-

entific, technological, and policy aspects of a

"problem" in isolation from each other, since the

social and economic questions will have iopllca-

tions for the scientific questions, and vice versa.

Instead a more integrated approach is required,

with mutual formulation of the problem the first

step (emphasis added). Otherwise the result will
be analyses of different or conflicting "issues,"

none of whlch addresses the underlying (but un-

defined) problem . . .

The uniqueness of _his approach lies in the notion
that the dialogu_ ,l public policy between scien-
tists and pollcy analysts will result in efforts
on the part of the scientists to advance the state
of the art in new directions. In the past, this

dlalogue has taken place only episodically, in

terms of the existing state of the art. Combining

policy analysls with a working laboratory and

field operation, so they can influence each other

on a continuing basis, should lead to new oceano-

graphic science.

--Ne_wsletter on Science_ Tech-

nology_ and lluman Va.lues, Har-
vard University, January 1977,

p. 13-14

Applying similar analysis to space utilization, one can determine

two probable results of matrix-keyed interactions between social scien-

tists and natural/engineering scientists. First, as argued by Dr. Frosch,

the mutual formulation of research issues/prlorities might foster the
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development of space technologies which better address valid social con-

cerns.

possible

/space techn°l°gle X
socially-relevant social science

space technologies analysis

Second, interactions between social scientists interested in space

utilizationand NASAscientists/plannersmight encouragesocialanalyses '

relevant to the actual universe of NASA plans and programs.

general.social science _ social science analysis
research of space utillzation

, t
technlcally-relevant relevant NASA plans

social studies _ and programs

Partially because of the "undirected" and sporadic dlalogue between

NASA and the interested social science/humanitles community, many well-

intentioned social analyses of proposed space technologies are not as

relevant to agency and societal concerns as they might be• Such analyses

too often focus either on outdated technologies (from a technical/scien-

tific viewpoint) or on space projects with lengthy lead tlmes--while at
l

the same time ignoring J.mportant implications of near-term space tech-

nologies. By producing matrlx-based "technical guidance" for the inter-

ested communlty_" NASA can sharpen the focl of social science studies of

space utilization.

MATRIX DEVELOPMENT/REVISION

_e development of a functional matrix has proved challenging--the

current matrix is the third version•

The first matrix format delineated six areas for categorizing the
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______:_=± _ L___ .L :T • .:7_ _ ....... ,

numerous social science/humanities studies of space projects, specifically: !

I) Economics

2) International Relations

3) Public Perspective

4) Philosophical Aspects
5) Law

6) Orbital Human Factors (defined below)

Each of the six categories was sub-d£vided into three time spans

(near-term, present to ten years; mid-term, ten to twenty years; and long-

term, twenty to thirty years and beyond), in order to specify when the "°

issue/technology under study would be operationally relevant. This for-

mat while somewhat useful (particularly in terms of defining proper time

frames for technology-specific analyses) ultimately was rejected because

of a failure to properly classify multidisciplinary studies. A single

study can (and frequently did) include several, or all, of the six cate-

gories, thus rendering the categorical distinctions largely useless.

Cognizant of this difficulty, the Space Utilization Team devised a

second matrix format which sought to accomodate the multidisciplinary

nature of most space-related social science studies within a broader,

generic structurewhich would also permit the inclusion of relevant "uni-

disciplinary" studies. Four basic categories of space-related social

science analysis were delineated in this version:

1) Impact Analysis
2) Orbital Human Factors

3) "General" Space Social Science

4) Space Law

Research falling within these categories (with the exception of

General Space Soclal Science) was then sub-dlvided by speclfi" space

technologies.

Subsequent testing of the matrix and further consultation resu]ted

in a third version of the matrix which condenses the four categories of

the second version to three ("Space Law" research is subsumed into rele-

32
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want sections of the remaining three categories).

Thus, the final research categories o£ the tentative matrix:

1) Impagt AnalTsls -- Comprehensive, multidisclplinary
studies of the effects of major space/technological
projects on national and international society, and
on specific sub-sectlons of those societies.

2) Orbital Hu_n Factors -- Studies of human needs and
behaviors outside of Earth's biosphere.

3) General SEace Social Science -- Studies which interpret
space and related human experiences in terms of social |-
realities and values. tTier A -- The questions, processes, institutions,

and their interactions that affect the overall

direction of near term space activity. |!

Tier B -- The cultural images, values, and their
L

interactions that affect attitudes toward spacu.

LIMITATIONS

The current _trlx is limited, much as any preliminary analysis.

For example, some sub-sectlons within the matrix are more clearly de-

fined and structured than others. Operating within the constraints of

this initial Office of Space Transportation Systems effort to identify

relevant soclal science research interests, the Georgetown Team chose

to concentrate on the impact analysis"and orbital human factors cate-

gories of the matrix, because these sections appeared most closely re-

lated to near term Shuttle and Shuttle-based utilization missions.

1%us, the preliminary matrix should be viewed as an initial step in a

continuing process of interaction among relevant social science/humanlties

dlsciplines. The present format should stimulate review and analysis

among interested scholars, to the end of producing more refined, detailed,

and useful versions of the matrix.
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IMPACT ANALYSIS

For purposes of this study, impact analysis can be defined as com-

prehensive, multldlsclplinary studles'of the effects of major space/tech-

nological undertakings on national and international societies and on

specific societal sub-sectors.

Although numerous impact analysis methodologies exist, and the

scope of projects which can be studied through impact analysis is very

broad, impact studies usually possess a similar goal. Impact analysis

was conceived as an aid to the decision maker, with the intention that

better information would lead to better decisions on technology. Im-

pact studies can constitute an important component in the formulation

of public policy by (a) facilitating th_ comparative assessment of dil-

ferent technologies/implementing organizations and (b) providing u method-

ological framework for understanding "feedback" relationships between

technology and society.

In recent years, impact assessments have been integrated formally

into governmental decision-making at the state, Federal, and (in some

instances) international level, p

Federal agencies, including the Environmental Protection Agency

and the Department of Energy among others, regularly conduct environ-

mental, social, and economic impact assessments of proposed facilities

and projects. The Natlonal Environmental Policy Act (PL 91-190), effective

January I, 1970 required that every action by a Federal agency which sig-

nificantly affects the environment be preceded by an environmental impact

statement. The act speclfically requires "a systematic interdisciplinary

approach which will assure the integrated use of che natural and social

sciences . . ." (Section I02). More recently, Pze_,dent Carter signed

+ I, ,+,
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an executive order requiring similar statemenLs from Federal agencies

when their projects might significantly affect the global commons.

Envlronmental impact assessment requirements clearly apply to NASA,

as evidenced by the Space Shuttle environmental statement issued by

the agency in 1972.

• iCongress created an in-house imapct assessment group in 1972, uhen

the "Technology Assessment Act of 1972" (PL 92-484) establlahed the i

Office of Technology Assessment. OTAs basic function is "to help legis- I

!
latlve policymakers anticipate and plan for the consequences of techno- i

logical changes and to examine the many ways, expected and unexpected,

in which technology affects people's lives."

Increasing governmental reliance c_ impact analysis has expanded

the academic co_unity's interest in research and teaching programs and !

has provided a focus for such interest. Hany university programs and J

co_rses r_w provide students and potentlal analysts with the opportunity

to (a) study specific methods of technological impact assessment, (b)

gain competence in applying these tools to specific technologies, and

(c) interact vith leading researchers in the field. Scholarly research

is advanceo through_contracts with relevant agencies and organizations,

opportunities for publishing in relevant journals, and peer reviev and

interaction. In this manner, the academic community serves organiza-

tions and agencies by defining impact analysis requirements, conducting

hi_h-quality research, providing an objective source for external revieu _
+

and verification of studies, training nev analysts, and offering access

to "cutting edge" research in the field.

RELEVANCE TO NASA

NASA has a longstanding interest in some forms of impact assessment,

and has aFplled the methodologies of impact assessment to some projects.

i
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Apollo Era

"The e_ploration of space is one of the most massive
technological efforts ever deliberately undertaken.
It is natural that both I;ASA and society at large
d,ould be actively concerned with the wide range of
impacts, both favorable and unfavorable, that may
result from this program."

• . --Dr. Raymond A. Bauer
Social Indicators, 1966

Apollo-era impact assessments included: (1) general st-dies of the

effects of space activities on national an_! international societies; (2)

early development of "social indicators" research; _n_ (3) analyses of

the economic and/or regional impacts of space spending and cnntracting

decisions.

(1) General Studies. These studies generally preceded the dev_lop-

meat of the comprehensive assessment methodologies (such as technology

assessment) which now exist. Many of the studies were wide-ranging,

preliminary overviews of potential effects of space techn_.logies and

sought to provide a basis for further specific research (see, for example,

Donald N. Michael, Proposed Studies o.n the Imp1.icatlons of Peaceful Space

Activities for Hunmn Affairs, Brookings Institutlon, Washington, D.C.,

1961).

NASA-funded research in this area included (a) support for the estab-

lishment of the "Committee on Space Efforts and Society" of the American

Academy of Arts and Sciences (see, Spa_e Efforts and Soclety: A Statenent

of Mission and Work, AAAS, Boa=on, January, 1963), and (b) a grant t_

explore the historlcal technological development and social effects of

railroads as a potential model of the space program.

(2) Social Indicators. NA.qAsupport for Dr. Raymond Bauer's Social i

Indicators in 1966 did much to spur the development of a_l initial para_gm 1

'a
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of quantitative measures of the state of society and various conditlon_ of

society. Prnfessor Bauer, reviewed the existing data in the field of

the measurement of social phenomena and rapidly coucluded that a compre-

hensive, quantitative assessment of NASA's social i_pacts depended upon

the development of a valid set of social indicators. Dr. Bauer c_utioned

that "the problem of measuring the impact of a sing_.c program (the space

effort) could not be dealt with except in the context of the entire set

of soclal indicators used i:: our society."

(3) Economic and/_r Reg{onal Analyses. The _agnltude of Federal

expenditures on Apol]o inevitably generated effects on regional economic

growth, the structure and growth of industries, the government's possible

contribution to monopoly structures in the economy, avd the efficiency

of the allecatlon of resources within the public sector.

In response, NASA collected data, sponsored research, and to some

extent, employed the findings of: economic analyses, technology transfer

and utilization research; regional studies; and _anagement studies. During

the ApoJ1o era, these _nalyses were perhaps the _ost _ophisticated, well-

developed_ and best-utilized imp_¢[ st_:dies. Scholarly techniques and

methodologies (primarily quantitative/economic) vere well-establlshed

sad credible, so that application _c the space program _as (comparatively)

an orderly, systematic effort, culminating in the generation of useful

_ata and findings.

Shuttle Era

As noted in the communlty assessment overview, prospects for Shuttle-

based utilization likely will increase the demand for comprehensive impact

analyses of space technologies. A recent NASA-sponsored Aerospace Corpora-
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tivn evaluation of advanced space concepts reached a similar conclusion. _

The report examined three advanced space technologies (electronic mail,

educational television, and personal communications) and declared that !

"social and institutional questions abound in considering these three

initiatives." _

Federal Role• Federal agencies with relevant jurisdiction recognize

the necessity of analyzing potential social/economlc impacts of proposed _

space technologies prior to implementation decisions. NASA, the Depart- _

merit of Energy, and the Congressional Office of Technology Assessment

have conducted or currently are conducting space-related impact assessments.

NASA, complying with the requirements of the National Environmental _ _

Policy Act, sponsored an environmental impact assessment of the Shuttle

in the early 19/0's. The assessment remains an on-going process, with i

updates reflecting new research results Advanced space projects, including

the proposed solar power satellite (sps), also are being analyzed for en- _ .

vironmental effects. The Department of Energy's Solar Power Satellite i

Societal Assessment (described below) includes a comprehensive, computer-

based analysis of potential rectenna sites, and an environmental impact

statement for a proposed site. Other advanced space concepts, for example

the proposed heavy-llft launch vehicle, will necessarily require compre-

henslve environmental impact statements.

As part of an overall assessment of the proposed solar power satellite,

the Department of Energy is examining some social impacts of the system,

including institutional, international, resource_ and publlc acceptance

aspects of power satellites. The study actively involves participants

from academic, private, and "public interest" sectors. L
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Co.gress' Office of Technology Assessment also is studying solar

power satellites -- as well as conducting a comprehensive analysis of

space utilization. OTAs study of space utilization technologies, the

most ambitious Shuttle utilization impact assessment to date, seeks to

"identifying representative applications of space technology, evaluate

the teehhological and institutional requirements for their applications,

and develop a eompreshensive assessment of their inpacts." The assess-

ment focuses on Earth-oriented applications (available with£n the next

two decades) that can produce economic or social benefits.

While the above-mentloned government assessments of the potential i

impact of.specific space technologies involve academic social sclentlsts

to some extent, the structure of tilestudies will not encourage the

development, over time, of an interacting academic con_unity interested

in the social science analysis of a large variety of proposed space

technologies. The OTA study seems to be concentrating on receiving

the input of scholars not previoulsy particularly interested in the

impact of space technologies and the DOE study is solely focused on

the sps. Neither study h_s as its goal the 4evelopment of an inter-

acting social science community interested in space utilization, broadly

defined.

Academic Role. Academic interest in space utilization impact studies

is manifested in courses and research which apply impact assessment

methodologies (such as techno]ogy assessment, social indicators analysis,

so #al forecasts, systems analysis, econem[c impact analysis, etc.) to

space technologies and in research funded by government agencies, and

in some instances, corporations. Several survey respondents reported

0
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their participation in such activities. Comprehensive impact assessments

of space technologies are generally beyond the resources of individuals

or groups of scholars. Often the role of the academic social scientist

is to aid a larger research effort by: (a) applying knowledge of specific

social science disciplines to ootential technologies as part of a larger,

integrative technology assessment, (b) participating on a multidiscip-

linary team in an interactive analytic process, or (c) serving as an

external evnluator of part or all of the research project.

The humanltleslsocial science professional interested in examining

the impacts of space technologies can serve a potentially important role

suggested in the discipline and technology-keyed sub-matricies in Appendix

D. Nore spec_fically, scholars can examine and assess diverse research in
Y

their fields of expertise, focusing on reserach which has not previously i_

lbeen applied to proposed space technologies. Thus, in the Api_endlxexampJes,

soclologlcal studies of human responses to disaster predictions can be

applied to the proposed satellite-based earthquake prediction system,

and knowledge gained in quantitative pol£tlcal science analyses of political

participation and television viewing can be applied to the proposed two-

way interactive satellite systems.
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ORBITAL HUMAN FACTORS

Studies of Orbital Human Factors address human needs and behaviors

outside the Earth's biosphere. This area of study is applicable to the

Office of Space Transportation Systems since th_ various programs evolving

from OSTS activities and space industrialization concepts very likely will
• o

require that a greater number of people be physically present in space

than in the past. In turn, this will permit wider variety in the types

of individuals qualified for space assignments. The pilot/astronaut of

the 1960s was joined in the 1970s by the scientist/astronaut, and in

the early 1980s the scientist/payload specialist will begin serving in

space. At the same time, individuals from other nations will begin par-

ticipating in United States space operations, amplifying the complexity

of the social makeup of space-based personnel. This phenomenon probably

would intensify with the eventual participation of blue collar/industrial

workers.

The expansion and diversification of the space work force poses new

challenges to NASA that can be met only in part by engineering solutions.

Hany questions generated by work force expansion/diversiflcation require

analysis by highly-qualified social science professionals with expertise

in fields such as: _ndustrial, social, and environmental psychology;

architecture; design; physical anthropology; labor economics; organizational

sociology; law; communications; and certain aspects of philosophy.

The fundamental objectives of researching and studying Orbital Human

Factors would be: (I) to ensure safe space facilities; (2) to maximize

individual and group productivity; and (3) to optimize the length of per-

sonnel assignments in orbit. The consequences of inadequate social science

research on such topics can include safety hazards equally as dangerous
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as engineering mistakes (e.g., psychological disorders which can precip-

itate major human errors in on-board procedures) and cost overruns re-

sulting from poor productivity or shorter personnel assignments. The

media probably will scrutinize closely the questions rel_ted to people

working in space and notify the public of any deficiencies with important

implications for the viability of future manned space programs.

The organization of Orbltal Human Factors can best proceed from

specific technologies or programs envisioned by NASA, e.g., a 14-person

zero-gravlty space facility with a male/female staff assigned to test pro-

duction of pharmaceuticals. Within this programmatic framework social

science expertise can be clustered to focus on: (1) selectlon of person-

nel; (2) training of personnel; (3) orbital stay times; (4) design of

space facilities; and (5) procedures for personnel in orbit, Wlthin each

of these categories a variety of relevant factors would be examlned, as

exemplified by the following outline.

A. Selection ef Personnel

(In addition to technlcal competence criteria, the following charac-
teristics constitute examples of social science considerations rele-

irant to selectlon.)

(I) PsTcho/Ph7siolo_ical Factors

A) Otolith organ symmetry

B) Completeness of hemispheric brain laterallzation
C) Levels of prior psychosoclal maturation

(2) Personality Characteristics

A) Intrinsic motivation for going into space
B) Dependability
C) Social tolerance

D) People oriented

B. Training of Personnel

(I) Social sensltivit) - to understand others , i
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(2) Co_nunlcatlon skills - to articulate anxieties and frustrations to
avoid build up and deviant behavior manifestation.

(3) Croup performance - including skills to lead, follow, and facilitate
compromise.

(4) Intermixing of educational levels, social classes, cultures, and world
views.

C. Orbital Stay Times
(Factors with possible influence on individual stay time in space)

(I) Specific job function

(2) Personality type

(3) Level of education

(4) Sex of indlvidual and male/female distribution of facility

(5) Age

(6) Prior psychological history

(7) Family relationships

(8) Motivation for being in space

i

D. Desisn of Facilities in Space

(I) Basic Parameters

A) Purpose
B) Function
C) Location
D) Capacity
E) 1 G, partial C, or zero C

(2) Baseline Physlcal Requirements

A) Radiation shielding _
7°

B) Atmospheric composition and pressure

(3) Baseline Psychologlcal Requirements

A) Private space for individuals
B) Flexlble interior environment - easily altered to laeetchanging

needs of the personnel - applies to both indlvidually and col-
lectlvely used spaces.

C) Attention tu detail - minor design flaws become major problems
in isolated facilities that allow for little or no external activity.
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D) Spaces that foster interaction and group relationships as

well as privacy.

E) Spaces for'leisure activities.
F) View of external environment - windows.

E. Procedures,_ Regulations, and Services for Personnel in Orbit

(I) Purpose of Procedures_ Re_ulatiou.s, and Services

A) Promote productivity and behavior maintenance in an isolated/
exotic environment.

(2) General Problem

Space facilities will be institutions where work, play, and all

extra work activity will occur at one location. The procedures,

regulations, and services at such facilities should meet the con-

scious and subconscious needs of the resident personnel to help
insure:

A) The safety of the fac{lity

B) Maximum productivity

C) Maximum advisable stay time of personnel

D) Management and authority organization

The procedures will address aspects of working and living in orbit

such as governance, legal systems/remedies, mental health of worker-

residents, soclal/cultural environment, financial provisions, and
communications.

(3) Sample Issues

A) Governance

--appointed versus "real leadership," methods to converge the two.
--information flow to leadership - e.g., "town meetings" to air

frustrations and other forms of counterproductive emotions, and

to inform the leadership continually about emerging problems
and potential ways to deal with them.

B) Legal Systems/Remedies

--clarificatlon of the civil and criminal code as applicable to

personnel in orbit; should have provisions for handling multi-
national work force.

--clarlfication of law as appllcable to patents developed in
orbit.

--punitive procedures for in-orblt handling of minor infractions
of law.

--right of individual privacy versus right of administration to
monitor the physical and mental health of personnel.

--right of individual to privacy versus right of physical and
social science researchers to collect data on personnel.
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C) Social/Cultural Environment

--degree of flexibility for personnel to develop unique social
activities and norms.

--extent of facilities for social/cultural activities.

--ceremonies and rituals fQr major annual events, e.g., Christmas.

--methods for dealing with "existential" stress of residency
in orbit.

--alcohol usage.
D) Financial Provisions

--amount and form of compensation for personnel, e.g., salary,

•o profit sharing, stock options.
E) Communications

--privacy of personal communication with family and friends on
Earth.

(4) Data Base for Research

Experience of Arctic and Antarctic installations, submarines, oil
tankers, undersea labs, overseas military bases, mining and drilling

operations in isolated areas, earller NASA manned programs, the NASA

$MD Ill study, and the Soviet manned space program.

F. Spinoff of Research to Non-Space Appllcatlon

Application of the social sciences to manned space missions will

stimulate the design of research methods which produce new levels

of certainty and predictability. The close interaction between social

scientists and NASA engineers (_lo seek workable solutions to con-

crete problems) will encourage the movement within the social sciences

toward replacing paper proofs with practical proofs. As new research

methods are applied - successfully or unsuccessfully - to the varied
social questions implicit in Orbital Human Factors, information will
be produced which can be applied in non-space fields.

In addition, social scientists will have access to unusually compre- /_
hensiv_ data on well-defined groups of people. The long training ',

period for a mission and the isolated environment of a space facility
will provide opportunites to acquire in-depth data on human behavior
in cases where extraneous varlables can be managed effectively.
The results of Earth-based studies are often diluted by the impact
of variables that are not germane to the study. Space-based studies
eventually m_y be able to identify fundamental patterns of human
behavior, and such knowledge could be applicable to more complex
situations on Earth. This is a particularly valid expectation in

the case of psycho/physiological research on large groups of space
workers. The ability of the social sciences to predict stress tol-
erance potentials or deviant behaviors will be cross-applicable to
other industrial environments and to more general activities, much
as NASA's current tcchnological research is cross-applled to other
fields of study/production by the Technology Utilization program.

SaMple bibliographical entries for Orbital Human Factors are noted in

Appendix D.
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GENERAL SPACE SOCIAL SCIENCE

The General Space Social Science category encompasses studies which

interpret _pace and related human experiences in terms of social realities

and values. These studies differ from those categorized under Impact Analysis

and Orbital Human Factors by virtue of more general coverage and of loose

or nonexistent ties to specific near-term space technologies or programs.

Space-related general social science studies can be broken down into two

"tiers":

A) The Questlons_ Processes, Institutions_ and their Interactions that

Affect the Overall Direction of Near-Term Space Acivity (sample
topics include:)

I) Public Perspectives and Pollcles

2) Nilitary Aspects of Space

3) Economic Institutionalization of Space Activity

B) The Cultural Images, Values_ and their Interactions that Affect

Attitudes Toward Space and Space Ventures (sample topics include:)
4

1) Economics of Space Activities

2) International Aspects of Space Exploration and Development

3) Philosophical Aspects of Space

4) Space Settlements

5) Extraterrestrial Life

6) History

One can argue that Tier B studies analyze factors that stimulate space

activity in general while Tier A studies examine those factors that guide

more specific space projects. General Space Social Science _tudies examine

the above topics (and others within the category), identifying and clar{fylng

the relationships between space activity and the inn_,r impulses and p=ocesses

of society. Space activity is thus best understood not only in terms of

t
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mission objectives but also as a full or partial expression of a broad

spectrum of elements ranging from recessive national values (e.g., fear

of overly-concentrated economic power)"to immediate overt political con-

cerns (e.g., the Soviet military space program). These studies describe

various features of the psychic environment that surrounds NASA endeavors

and relates them to issues and to social dynamics that gain force iron.

non-space concepts.

Ceneral Space Social Science studies promote an understanding of the

level/pace of the national commitment to space and of the particular mis-

sion paths that the space program follows. As a result, careful and

selective reading of such studies can be useful to NASA, especially the

Office of Space Transportation Systems, as plans are developed for utili-

zing the Shuttle. Ceneral Social Science studies can, among other accomplish-

ments, alert NASA to Shuttle application problems or potentials that night

elude normal program review.

i

For the most part, General Space Social Science studies are generated

without NASA support. They provide a kind of space self-education service

for academics and professionals with expertise and/or interest in the P

non-sclence aspects of sp_Lcedevelopment. At this point in time there

is a diffuse quality to the research, denoting a sprawling subject that

lacks internal coherence and methodologies. Such a situation is not un-

common in the formative stages of a social science. Addltionally, studies
[

are of uneven quality_ranglng from highly professlonal, objective work to

amateur expressions of unexamined biases - and tend to address future pro-

jects rather than past or current space activities.
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CORRESPONDE_;CE AND COURSES

During the study period, approximately 150 letters of inquiry were

received by the Space Utilization Team. Nearly three quarters of all

correspondence originated within the professional academic com_nunity.

The letters were generally in response to notices or articles about the
• e

study which appeared in several journals, newsletters_ and newspapers.

Letters were received from professionals in a number of social science

disciplines, especially: anthropology; architecture; communications;

economics; education; geography; history; law; political science; psych- I _
I

ology; and sociology.

Correspondents generally requested information and/or results from

this study. Hany asked for bibliographlc references and basic materials

relevant to the social science study of space utilization. Several un-

solicited papers and research results accompanied the correspondence.

Approximately fifteen percent of the letters came from students--

graduate and undergraduate. Several students asked for guidance as to !

where to pursue studies in social science and space utilization.

During the study period twenty-slx courses primarily focused on

social science aspects of space utilization and thirty-six courses with

segments relevant to the social science study of space utilization were

identified. A listlng of these covrses is included as Appendix F.
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CONMUNI_ ASS_SSHEHT REFERENCES

1. Daniel Bell, "Communication Technology -- for better or for worse,"
Harvard Business Review, 57,3, Hay - June 1979, p. 36.

2. E,__anuel O. Hesthene, Technological Change: Its impact on e_n and
society , Harvard University Press, Cambridge, ,_A, 1970, p. v.

3. Amerlcan Association for the Advancement of Science, EVIST Resource i
Directory: a directozy of programs in the field of ethics and values
in science and technology, AAAS, Washington, D.C., 1978.

4. see, for example Claude Levi-Straus, in the Chronlcle of Hi_her Edu- : :
cation, Harch 13, 1978.

5. see, for example Olaf Helmet and Nicholas Rescher, "On the Episte-
" in Search For Alternatives, editedmology of the Inexact Sciences, ....

_Franklin Tu_well, Winthrop Publishers Inc., Cambridge, HA, 1973,
p. 50-75.

6. see discussion of trends affecting the space program, below.

7. Aspen Institute for Hun_nlstic Research, Humanist..._/c Aspects of Space
Exploration: An Annotated Bibliography, August 1970, p. I.

8. Mary A. Holman, The Political Economy of the Space Program, Pacific
Books, Palo Alto, CA, 1974, p. 195.

9. Ibld, p. 169

10. Aspen Institute, up cir.

11. Ibid
g

12. Nurray L. Weldenbaum, "Maasures of the Impact of Defense an_ Space
Program," paper presented at annual meeting of the American Statis-:
tical Association, Philadelphia, Sept. 9, 1965.

13. see bibliography -- defining the technological parameters of the
study.

14. see Charles H. Chafer, "Space Policy and the Publle Interest: The
Role of Conflict Management Techniques," Space Humniza.tlon Series,
Volume I, April 1979.

15. B.J. Bluth_ Ph.D., "Alternative Socia) St _ctures in a Vacuum,"
• American Astronautical Society, Th.elndustrialization of Space,

Volume 36, Advances in the Astronautical Sciences, 1978.

16. see correspondence section
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17. Statement of Dr. Frank Preas before the U.S. Senate Cor_nittee on

Co_erce, Science, and Transportation, subcon_niLtee on science,

technology, and space, January 1979.

18. cited in statement of Dr. Robert Frosch, before tile U.S. Senate

Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation, subco_ittee

on science, technology, and space, January 1979.

19. see "Paying to Hear Divergent Views," Business leeek, January 15,
1979, p. 110.

20. see Impact A_a_ysls section _hlch follows

21. B.J. Bluth, personal communcation to Space Utilization Tea=, Hay
1979.

22. NASA, A Forecast of Space Technology, January 1976, p. 2-14.

23. B.J. Bluth, "Alternate Social Structures . . ," op cir.

24. Orbital Human Factors analysis emerged as an important field of

study --- see survey section.
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J 0 wl R N A 1. F E A S I B I L I T Y S T U D Y

The journal fe_slbility study requixed by the contract is comprised

of several task_:, including: (1) determining academic/tcch_lical scope

of a journal focused on the social science aspects of space utilization;

(2) evaluating editorial/business approache_ to journal forraat, editorlal/

review b..ard composition, marketing, production, and management/stafflng

of the journal; and (3) estimating the c_st of producing and distributing

the journal, then investigating potential funding mechanisms (inclu,ling

self-support and various so_rce_ of outside funding).

The journal feaslbillty _tudy conclusions are based largely upon

consultations with thirty-two professionals (s_e Appendix F) with exper-

tise in various aspects o£ scholarly publir'_ing, such as editori_1 func-

tions, circulation, printing, journal £ormat/de_ign, and financial _nanage...

men_. Consultants were systematicaIIy selected to represent a wide variety

o[ publications, from small-circulation newsl_tter_ Lo scholarly journals

wlth large clrc_,_ations (5,000 or more copies per issue). The consultants

provided insights on a _ide range of topics, including: (I) the state

of scholarly publishing, particularly for innovative _ultidLs_iplinary

publications; (2) publication options, including potentia) timing/size

of publications; (3) criteria for cost-effective/appropria_e journal

formats; (4) editorial structures, including staff slze/funct:ons;

(5) manuscript solicitation and review; (6) marketiI.g, advertising, and

circulation; (l) procedures for estimating overhead/publicatlon costs

and journal purchase price; (_) funding strategies; (9) appropriate

content and scope of tee journal, including central disciplines and

features such as book reviews; and (I0) reprint policies.
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i i
i The Space Utilization Team tested the consultants' findings by _

producing a prototype journal, Volume I of the Space Humanization Series, i
k_

which was monitored throughout development, production, and marketing. _:I

Volume I of the Space Humanization Series was produced with funds pro- 1

vided by sources outside of NASA.

Final journal feasibility study conclusions are based upon consul- I

rants' advice, prototype journal experience, and relevant data from the

coranunity assessment survey and preliminary matrix.

The assessment of journal feasibility is particularly timely in

light of: (I) increasing social science interest in space utilization,

as evidenced by papers presented at confer,_nces, articles published in

journals and newsletters, and advanced courses offered through unlver-

i
sities and colleges; and (2) intensified Congressional interest in the

broad policy implications of space utilization, as demonstrated by the

number of committee meetings and reports on this subject. Given such

levels of interest, it seems appropriate to assess means of fostering a _

community of interested groups/indlviduals by establishing a forum for _

the regular exchange of multidlsciplinary analyses of the social science _ !
?

implications of space utilization.

OVERVIEW OF SCHOLARLY PUBLISHING

Scholarly publishing includes periodicals such as professional/

scholarly journals and magazines, trade journals, and professional society I_

publications. Alt.lough information on subscription revenue trends is

scarce, the Team's professional consultants indicated that scholarly _ub-

fishing has been expanding rapidly. According to the National Commission

on Libraries and Information Science, expenditures for the publication,

distribution, and use of journal articles increased from $1.3 billion in
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1
1960 to more than $9 billion in 1977. For example, the number of ,our-

2
nals ix, literature and languages alone rose from 54 to 215 from 1965-1975.

The expansion of scholarly publishing is attributable to several factors:

(1) the growth of higher education in the past decade, which generated

increasing numbers of articles; (2) the often relatively insignificant
e

time and research required for journal articles (compared to books, for

example); and (3) tileexplosive growth of knowledge which has created

numerous sub-fields that are not always recognized or accepted by the

editors of established journals. Professlonals active in new sub-fields

frequently organize a relevant system of information exchange, utilizing

vehicles such as newsletters and journals. Several editors acknowledged

that their publication started in a comparable manner. 3 Such an approach

has appeal for social scientists who claim there are insufficient pub-

lishing outlets for serious research on space utilization.

However, journal .managers concurred that the previously rapid

growth in journals is ending for a variety of reasons. All the journal

managers agreed that the following factors contributed to the reversal in

journal growth: (1) foremost, precipitous increases in the costs of

journal production and operations. In the past two years, printing costs

have increased more than 25% and mailing costs have jumped more than 50%.

In addition, the price of paper has more than doubled in the past year

alone. As James MeCartney observed in an article for The American

Soclologist: "Journals have shown losses by inflation greater than the

,4
overall inflation rate of the economy, and the worst is not yet over,

and (2) concomitantly, journal managers warn that increasingly scholarly

publishing is becoming a "buyer's market." A recent report on the circu-

lation of periodical llterature documents that because of "the continued

i
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increase in the number of periodical journals published and the even more

rapidly increasing subscription prices, tileAmerican libraries are ac-

quiring a decreasing proportion of the world's periodical literature

output. ''5 Journal experts note that academic salaries have not kept

pace with the economy and consequently, as one editor observed, "Many

people are apparently cutting back on their professional subscriptions

in order to balance their family budgets. ''6

Although funding strategies are reviewed separately, it should be

noted that smaller journals (especially those with circulations under

2,000) have fewer alternative sources of income during tight market

periods than publications with larger circulations. A recent study re-

ported that small journals average only about $500 of advertising income

7
whereas large journals receive an average of over $20,000 for advertising.

Despite these constraints, scholarly publishers are hdjusting to a

tight market--and employing innovative strategies. Although this study

is restricted to assessing the feasibility of conventional "print on

paper" journal format, technological trends are exerting fundamental pres-

sures on the future of all publishing. Electronic alternatives to printed

texts include the "synoptic journal" (full article text delivered via

II " C O IIcomputer terminal on demand only); the ele tr nic mailbox (personalized

selective dissemination of information); teleconferencing; and the "shoe

box" file (researcher records findings directly into a computer network

to be assimilated for "publication on demand").8 In addition, developments

in microminlaturization, computer networks, cable television, and cheap

laser communications (using fiber optics and satellite relays) should

produce significant impacts in the long-term.

These non-traditional publishing alternatives are utilized almost

exclusively by scientific and technical disciplines. A recent meeting of
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_ social science journal editors concluded that a decade or more would
i

elapse before tileelectronic journal is used extensively throughout j

9
the social science/humanities community.. This prediction assumes

j that search and retrieval systems used by electronic journals are note 1

applicable to the physical sciences (where the content of an article

usually is indicated by its title) versus the social sciences (where

titles tend to be more ambiguous). I0 Journal managers also cautioned
i

that electronic retrieval systems assume a tlght-knit community of

interest. Given the preliminary state of social science interest in

space development issues and the multidlsclpllnary nature of the

subject matter, the conventional publication format was deemed the host

appropriate mechanism for near-term information exchange.

In addition to the above cost reduction procedures, journal editors

are undertaking more direct approaches to meeting revenue needs. For

example, journal subscription prices are rising to the level of increased

production costs: In 1977, the average price per title was $35 a year,

but in 1978 it had risen to $39.95, and it is estimated that by 1982

II
the mean annual journal subscription price will be $64.40. Editors

also are considering the possibility of banding together to pool their p

resources. For example, the National Science Foundation recently spon-

sored a meeting of social science editors to consider establishing a

council to share information on improving economies of operation. In

addition, a new organization, the Society for Scholarly Publishing (SSP),

has been formed to assess the concerns of all individuals interested in

12
scholarly publishing, regardless of professional identity.

The bottom line should be emphasized: there are an extremely large

number of variables to be confronted when initiating a publication. Full

evaluation of any one publishing option requires time and resources beyond
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the scope of the immediate study. The professional consultations under-

taken for this study will provide a "feel" for factors which determine

13
the feasibility of any scholarly publishing enterprise. As one

journal expert has written: "In nine cases out of ten the success or

failure of a new journal will depend on how soundly it was conceived

and whether or not the sponsors knew at the outset the problems involved. ''14
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ACADEMIC/TECHNICAL SCOPE

The scope of a social science/space, humanization journal would be

defined by academic concerns and technical dex'elopmen_s which would

interconnect, cross-influence, and evolve over time. However, matrix

development analysis documented the relative dearth of recent (i.e., post-

Apollo) interactions between tile social science and technical communities.

As a consequence, the Team's research plan approached academic scope and

technical scope as independent considerations, although some preliminary

interfaces were identified by matrix and survey data and by the development

of the Space Humanization Series.

TECHNICAL SCOPE

The Space Utilization Team sought to define appropriate technical "i

topics for the journal by employing data from the conruunity assessment _ r

and by consulting experts in seemingly relevant technical fields. !_

The matrix development process suggested that social science analysis i

of near-term and mid-term technologies would be of most immediate relevance "_

to ,NASA planning and operations--although hlgh-quallty analyses of long- i _

term technologies are vital to long-term planning and can offer valuable

insights into technologies with more near-term potential. The preliminary

literature review suggested that social science research overlooks _ecific

technologies with the potential for near-term implementatlon--and on

occasion suffers from insufficient attention to the complexity of analyzing

long-term technologies.

Survey results indicated that many social scientists are interested

in a variety of space utilization projects, ranging from short-term to

long-term options. Some of this across-the-board interest undoubtedly i

could be channeled into productive analysis of the social science effects
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of short-term and mid-term technologies. The analysis of long-term tech-

nologies should not be discouraged--but such complex analyses should be

focused to provide useful aata and to clarify the soclal/technical context

of the analysis.

Based on the community assessment, the journal should assign high _!

priority to: (I) including a balanced selection of analyses of short-term,
!

mid-term, and long-term technologies, (2) encouraging authors to reference _

specific technologies where relevant, and (3) promoting interactions _;

_t

among authors and readers in the social science and technical communities, _ "

to refine topics of interest and research gaps. i

Consultations with experts in and outside NASA, supplemented by

matrix and survey data, enabled the Team to identify numerous technologies _

which would fall within the journal's technical scope, including: (I) re- i

mOte sensing (53 expressions of strong interest, see Table 7), (2) space

solar power generation (89 expressions of s_rong interest, see Table 7),

(3) communications (72 expressions of strong interest, see Table 7), and

(4) space processing (64 expressions of strong interest, see Table 7).

These four representative technologies range over all time frames and
P

have received increasing attention from the media, government agencies,

and the private sector. The Team interviewed four professionals with

acknowledged expertise in the above technologies: Delbert Smith, editor,

Satellite Communications; Charles Boyle, NASA (space processing);

F. Koomanoff, Department of Energy (space solar power generation); and

D. Landgrebe, Purdue University (remote sensing). With one exception, i

the experts represent institutions with no direct interest in the aero-

space industry or in NASA--which should facilitate relatively objective

responses. .The Ceorgetown Team sought evaluations of: general/specific
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issues generated by the technologies, the existence of research or !

communication gaps between the social science and technical corrmunities,

and the need for a journal to examine the social science aspects of

relevant issues.

Three of the four professlonals cited a definite need for an inter-
.¢

disciplinary social science journal to analyze relevant social and economic

issues. Dr. Landgrebe noted that growing numbers of soclo-political

questions could restrain advances in space technology applications; and,

consequently, he felt that social science questions must be addressed,

although he himself did not feel competent to judge the potential

utility/role of a social science journal in this communications process.

Both Boyle and Koomanoff contended that social scientists should be

interacting more directly with their technical counterparts to frame

space development issues. Koomanoff warned, however, that the journal

must be oriented toward the general reader, in order to cir_dmvent the

aerospace community's tendency to talk to itself.

Smith, publisher of the recently-established monthly, Satellite

Communlcations, added a further observation: Complete integrity for |

the publication is crucial to forging a new community of interest--

regardless of the field of concern--so the journal mus' ,or be perceived

as representing any particular vested interests within the space field.

Thus, any dependency on the major aerospace actors--NASA, industry,

labor, public interest groups--should be avoided in favor of diversified

support.

Obviously these insights do not constitute a comprehensive overview

of the technical community's reaction to a space social science publi-

cation. Rather, they represent a preliminary evaluation of the advisability
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and pitfalls of such a publication. This sample of experts suggests

potentially broad support in the technical community for a continuing

interface with social scientists interested in the ramifications of

technical developments 2:•

In sumary, the technical scope of the journal can be initially i

defined and subsequently refined by consulting and interacting with the i

relevant social science and technical communities--a process initiated {

in determining the contents of Volume I of the Space Humanization Series i "

(discussed below). There seem to be strong indications of interest in i"

an interdisciplinary journal in both the social science and the technical ! "_

communities. !

ACADEMIC SCOPE

The Georgetown Team evaluated the academic scope of the journal by

analyzlng community assessment data and by producing Volume 1 of the

Space Humanization Series.

The diversity of potential Shuttle applications (in the short-term ._

and mid-term) and the possibility of more _ntensive human space

activities (in the mid-term and long-term) would suggest that all social

science disciplines would be relevant to at least some space utilization

projects. Additionally, the preliminary matrix and survey data cate-

gorized a number of disclpllnes with primary relevance to planned and

potential NASA programs, including: sociology, psychology, law, anthro-

pology, politlcal science, economics, education, business, communications,

internatlonal relations_ and history.

The article composition of the first volume of the Series is detailed

in Appendix G. Although the artlcles are relevant to several dlsclplines
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(including psychology, law, and agricultural sciences), the issue is

centered around two introductory articles and numerous articles of

primary interest to political scientists and policy-makers. This reflects

the Team's decision, based on consultations with experts, that each

issue should appeal to diverse interests but offer a cluster of interre-

lated articles with fundamental relevance to one or a very few disci-

plines. Using this approach, the journal would seek to provide balanced

coverage over time (and issues) of the multidisclplinary/interdiseiplinary

concerns relevant to short-term, mid-term, and long-term space utiliza-

tion projects. This policy will be opeT. to modification based upon further

experience and reader feedback, in response to the experts' nearly-

unanimous belief that the need for balanced content will constitute the

single most important and difficult editorial problem confronting an

interdisciplinary journal.
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EDITORIAL/BUSINESS PRACTICES

The Space Utilization Team sought g_idance on editorial/business

practices by interviewing o_er thirty professionals in scholarly pub-

lish_ng and integrating relevant information from the community assess-

ment. Crftlcal editorial/business policies are reviewed in depth or

capsulized below.

FOF_£_T

The Team realized early in the journal feasibility study that the

journal option actually represented a desire for an effective vehicle for

interdisciplinary connunicatlon, which could take forms such as news-

letters,monographs, abstracts, se ies, or quarterly j_urnals. Journal

managers suggested that format choice be based upon criteria such as:

(1) the number of quality manuscripts that reasonably can be expected

to be reviewed on an annual basis (all editors cautioned that even estab-

lished journal, with known markets have extremely large rejection rates--

e.g., a recent survey of sociology journals documented rejection rates

of 82g); (2) the number of potentlal subscribers (individual/institutional);

(3) the resources available to sustain the journal (i.e., staff and _i-

nances); (4) the number of illustrations and other costly reproductions;

(5) the extent of advertising in .he publication; (6) the number of indi-

viduals and disciplines with interest in the journal; (7) the likelihood

that college/universlty libraries will subscribe to the journal, and

(g) the likelihood of institutional fundil,g (from one or several sources)

versus shoestring financing on an issue-by-issue basis (with mlniuul

staff and collateral support).
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J
Consultants advised that sustaining a quarterly journal woald re-

quirc a supply of articles for four issues, or one year; a lO0--page

journal should publish approximately 48 articles per year. Given a

limltcd rcsource base, a limited pool of quality interdisciplinary manu-

scripts, and the current "periodical crisis," the journal managers sug-

gested a format other than a quarterly journal, which would be resource

intensive.

Journal managers cormonly expressed a preference for a "safer,"

staged approach to developing a community of interest in a new field.

A staged approach basically employs newsletters, monographs, abstracts,

or workshop proceedings to foster xnterest and attract publishable

artic]es. 15 The advantages of a staged approach are readily apparent:

compared to a journal, newsletters and other small-scale publications

are relatively cheap (from the standroint of staff size and finances)

and could disseminate information on the latest developments in the

field to potential journal subscribers. Eventually, given sufficient

interest, the small-scale publication could evolve into a larger

publication with an existing pool of manuscripts. If, on the other hand,

interest flags, a small-scale publication is in a better position to

withdraw and recoup losses.

The series option received the most support from the Team's con-

sultants. Unlike a quarterly, a series possesses greater flexibillty

in its publishing schedule and consequently may be issued once, twice,

or as many times as the publisher desires as long as each issue is predic-

table and/or well-publicized. Series are often published on a seasonal

basis and the editor is assumed to fulfill his obligation to the sub-

scriber as long as the publication appears within the appropriate tinm

frame.
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The consultants' opinions, in combination with the Team's evaluation

of the proposed journal's resources and goals, prompted the Te_m to

issue Volume 1 of the Space Humanization'Series, which uill be published

and publicized on an intermittent basis (resources, articles, and readers

permitting). The Series employed a conservative design (i.e., non-glossy

text paper and minlmal illustrations), consonant with the advice of the

jour,_l managers. Although the Series is st£11 being distributed, the

gex,eral reaction has been positive. The Series apparently is pex._eived

as a professional collection of scholarly paper_, as indicated by several •

orders for Volume 1 from colleges/universltiet where the Series has been

required as a course text and from university�business/government llbraries.

The Team currently is exploring the possibility of disLributing the

Series through bookstores with relevant special collcctlons, through 1_seum

_6
bookstores, and through college/unlverslty libraries.

COW,TENT

The section on academic and technical scope of the journal (above)

defines the general content of the journal. An additional consideration--

emphasized by the Team and by consultants--is the absolute necessity of

publishing high-quality articles. By employing an interactive manuscript

review process, the staff, authors, and reviewers can pool their multi-

disciplinary expertise to produce detailed and high-quality articles.

The readership profile of a journal is important not only to fls_al

stability but also to journal content. Consultants were unable to agree

on the audience to which the journal should be directed. Nhile one expert

suggested that the journal "aim at the general reader," Dr. Bluth declared

that "rather than be one more journal among many, distinguished _nly_

by a different topic, this journal could represent a qualitative change
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in jollrnals in social science that could have an inpact on the dlsc_pline

itself." Dr. Bluth contends that a new interdiscipllnary journal should

establish co,_mon definitions of core con'cepts and p,,blish studies treating

social science concepts as hypoLheses subject to exp_rlmental verification

(comparable to physical science hypotheses). Dz'. Blurb feels that develop-

ment along such lines will encourage physical scientists to consider

social sciences more seriously and will enhance a trend already ar work

in the social sciences.

Survey date documents broad interest across technlcal and professional

discipxlnes, which would seem to provide support for a relatively specialize_

journal. The first volume of the Series was somewhat broad in conception i

and appeal, with an emphasis on political science _d policy-maklng

interests. To date, distribution indicates interest by professionals

wlthin Lhose disclpllnes (reflected in the journal'._ a_;ign_,tent as ,t course

text) and by professionals in other fields (reflected in sales of the

first volume, despite explicit advertising of the journal's content).

EDITORIAL BOARD AND REVIEWER $¥STEH

The edltorial board and reviewer system is designed to assure high-

quality articles by promoting expert review and interactions among staff,

authors, the editorial board, and the revir_ers. _ jour._al eJitorial

board and reviewer :/stem can be formutated using the prelizainary_atrlx.

The board can be comprised of as few as three editors r-presenting Impact

Analysis, Orbital Human Factors, and General Space Social Science. Ho_¢zver,

the wide-ranging nature of Impact Analysls and General Space Social Science

may require the attention of more than one editor.

The indivldual(s) charged with editing Impact Analysls articles should

have competence in the various sub-fields (e.g., technology assessment and
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social impact assessment) and a broad understanding of Impact Analysis

literature which evaluates space and non-space technologies. The

Impact Analysis editor should be capable, of comprehending the nature of

space technologies, particularly those with high probabilities of near-term

implementation. In this case comprehension could be based on strict

tecbnlcal competence or on high-level lay competence. The Impact Analysis

reviewers should possess in-depth knowledge of particular space techno-

logies (e.g., comnmnieatlons satellites and Earth-senslng satellites)

and of relevant impact analyses.

The editor responsible for Orbital Human Factors (OHF) articles

i probably should demonstrate broad familiarity with psychology and a facility

i for moving comfortably among the numerous OHF dimensions. The OHF editor

should be well acquainted with research on groups working in isolated

envlronments. The editor should be assisted by: (i) reviewers expert

in personnel selectlon/training; (2) reviewers with experience in research/

data on people working in stressful, exotic environments (e.g., _tarctica,

submarines, and _eal.bs); (3) reviewers with expertise in designing

work, living, and leisure facilities for use in hostile environments

(including, if possible, a representative of Skylab or space laboratory

design groups); (4) reviewers familiar with the research or personnel

procedures developed by the military, Kibutz management, and other insti-

tutions requiring highly mobilized work forces; (5) reviewers with exper-

tise in cross-cultural communications; and (6) reviewers with knowledge

of civil and criminal law and their relevance to the space environment.

The General Space Social Sciences editor(s) should have exceptionally

broad capabilities, singly or in combination. Reviewers would be very

numerous in this area, ultimately including most of the major social

science disciplines. Suggested General Space Social Science reviewer
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,' groupings include: (1) economists expert ill capital formation, equity

structures, income distribution, and international/developmental

economics; (2) political scientists familiar with the American policy

process, public opinion measurements, and the introduction of technical

and social innovation into society; (3) international relations special-

ists proficient in the role of technology (including military technology)

in international affairs, technology transfer, and the role of technology

in shaping political power; (4) historians with knowledge of the role of

science and technology in the development of society and the impact on

society of opening new territory; (5) philosophers with specialties

in epistemology, cosmology, and metaphysics; (6) sociologists expert in

social organization; (7) anthropologists knowledgeable in both physical

and cultural anthropology; (8) literature scholars familiar with science

fiction; and (9) educators expert in space education.

Other Editorial/Business Practices

The Space Utilization Team conducted interviews of numerous experts,

seeking timely information on editorlal/business practices central to P_

new journals. The Team then synthesized their advice on several important

matters, including:

(I) Determining Number of Issues. A journal issued less than four

times per year must be mailed at a higher postage rate. Four is the

minimum number of issues lhich must be mailed each year to qualify for

second class postage rates.

(2) Dating the Issues. Journals often run behind schedule, particu-

larly small journals dependent on volunteers and on authors who receive

no monetary reward. One common approach describes issues by season

rather than by month. To avoid confusion, four issues could be published

in one calendar year.
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(3) Pricing the Journals. A standard subscription price formula is

the number of issues per year times tile price per issue (the cost per issue ':

is discussed in the potential funding mechanisms section). Since the

del::and for academic journals tends to be inelastic, journals can be sold

at somewhat higher subscription rates than would be justified by the above

for_tla, although recent declines in subscribers should be consi-

dered before pricing tilejournal. A single issue price for the Series

of $5.00 (plus postage and handling) does not appear to be prohibitive,

based on preliminary ditrlbution figures.

(4) Pricing for Back Issues. Before a publisher begins to charge

more than the subscription price for back issues, the potential subscribers _

must be permitted to discover the new jou;nal. Most publishers wait for

2 or 3 years before at least doubling the subscription price for back

issues.

(5) Estimating the Number of Subscribers. Journal experts warn that

frequently new journals succeed in inverse proportion to the number of

disciplines included in the journal's scope (although this may seem

at first counterintuitive). Selling general journals is more difficult

because the expert cannot easily evaluate the journal's overall relevance

to him. The most successful journals explicitly define ongoing editorial

purpose(s).

(6) Providing Free Subscription._. The trend _s to limit free or

exchange subscriptions severely--or to eliminate them altogether.

Library "exchange" subscriptions are another matter, since in most cases

libraries will act as a single agent, purchasing several copies at reduced

rates.

(7) Advertlsi_ng. Journal managers agree that little if any advertising

can be sold at the outset. A decent circulation rate is required before
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/ advertising space can be sold in sufficient volume, and at a sufficient I_

iprice per page, to make advertising worthwhile.

, (8) Staffing the Journal. Civen the fledgling market and limited

resources available for a space social science journal, _ournal manage-

ment and overhead should be kept to a minimum: (a) a part-time editor

to assign articles and maintain purpose/direction of the publication (pro-

posed salary: $9,000); (b) an editorial board composed of reputable

scholars is recommended; such a board would serve on a volunteer

basis and would be concerned with periodic reviews of journal content

(liaison with editor via telephone); (c) managing editor (faculty volunteer

paid a minor stipend to act as "traffic cop," sending articles to

! appropriate reviewers, handling liaison with printer, and answering corres-

pondence; (d) reputable reviewers in the various disciplines represented

by the journal; reviewers would be responsible for critically evaluating

manuscripts (usually unpaid, but credited in staff box); and (e) student _ :

volunteers for mlscellaneous tasks, i

(9) Paying for Articles. Few academic journals pay for articles, i "

In the era of "publish or perlsh," most authors are eager to publish their ,_ i

material and will forego payment. No compensation _ provided for any !

of the articles in Volume 1 of the Series. !

(10) providing Reprints. If possible, the publisher should include

exact dates for reprint availability in the production schedule. The }

printer often handles reprint sales.
,i

(II) Reviewln_ Books, Book reviews constitute an important section

of scholarly journals. Because of the shortage of competent reviewers, a_y

individual reviewer is often in great demand. From the receipt of the book

to actual publication of the review can take up to eighteen months, Devel-

oping a pool of competent volunteer reviewers might shorten this delay.
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POTENTIAL FUNDING MECI[AN[SMS

The Ceorgetown Team analyzed journal production costs, sales

receipts, and outside funding sources, basing its estimates on consulta-

tions with experts and the financial experience gained by producing the

first volume of the Space Humanization Series.

Production Costs and Sales Receipts

The following analysis is summarized in Table 8 (p.71), which details

production costs, receipts, and deficit levels for a quarterly journal.

The statistics in Table correspond roughly to the costs of producing

Volume 1 of the Series, which was held to a bare minimum budget by a

variety of means.

Printing costs (including typesetting) approximated $3.00 per copy

for a printing run of 2,000 copies, with an additional 1,000 copies

averaging $1.75 per copy and each 1,000 copies above 3,000 averaging

$1.50 per copy. _lile these costs may be somewhat lower than average,

they are competitive with general market prices for printing a conservative-

style journal such as the Series (2-color cover with no illustrations/

designs, standard 6"x 9"format, 120 trimmed pages on 60 pound paper,

and perfect binding).

Overhead costs (including salaries, rent, te:_phone, and office .

supplies/operatlons) totaled $6,000, a very conservative figure which

incorporates the experts' low estimate for minimal part-tlme editing.

_e overhead figure thus assumes cheap or volunteer labor of very high

quality.

The marketing/distribution cost of $3,000 likewise represents a low

figure, with primary emphasis on simple direct mall advertising to an
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TABLE 8

MINIMUM/_L_XI_M COST/RETURN ESTIMATE PER ISSUE (QUARTERLY)

2,000 copies @ $3.00 each, printing cost $6,000

Overhead (salaries, rent, telephone, etc.) $6,000

Marketing and Distribution L__3,000_

$15,000

2,000 copies @ $6.00 each, sales price $12,000

Deficit (assuming all copies sold) $3,000

r_
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established mailing list and on favorable review publicity (in essence,

free publicity). Marketing costs, in partlcula:, can vary widely,

reflecting the cost differential between'such options as advertising

through simple flyers versus purchasing advertis{ng space in other journals

or purchasing relevant mailing lists. The $3,000 estimate for ma_ketlng

could easily rise to $15,000-20,000 for the early issues of a new journal,

according to journal managers.

Setting a selling price for the journal is a complex yet central task.

One successful direct mail publisher states flatly that the publication

17
mus_ be sold at a price which triples basic costs or risk bankruptcy.

_'nile a non-profit organization could operate at a lower margin--say 2b._

times basic costs--publishers must allocate sufficient funds for marketing :

and improving journal quality in the face of steadily rising costs.

and growing competition among specialized journals.

New journals therefore must budget funds to penetrate the market and

to maintain a viable position in the market. "However, journal managers

generally agreed that a selling price of $6.00 per journal copy (exclu-

sive of postage and handling) constituted an upper price limit beyond which

sales resistance would be encountered. If all copies of a single issue

were sold (an unlikely prospect) at $6.00 per copy, the total sales revenue

would be $12,000, a figcre $3,000 short of the bare minimum expenditures

of $15,000. A selling price of $7.50, generally considered prohibitively

high, would be necessary just to cover the bare minimum budget--yet

costs could easily rise well beyond that level. The annual figures for a

quarterly journal would approximate the following: $60,000 total production i"

costs; $48,000 total income (assuming sale of all copies); and a deficit

of $12,000 annually.
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The bottom line seems apparent: a space social science journal _
e
/

breaking into a new market would need outside funding support.
!

External Funding Sources

To obtain information on available sources of support for a social

science, space-related journal, the Georgetown Team interviewed three

financial development consultants and investigated resources at the Foun-

18
dation Center Library. These consultations and the Team's experience

form the basis for the following conclusions.

(I) Foundations, A space-related social science journal would be

considered esoteric by most foundations. As a consequence, a great deal

of time and effort could be applied to searching for a grant--with doubt-

ful results. On balance, foundation funding is not likely in.the absence

of foundation trustee(s) with both strong interest in the space field and

an understanding of the importance of integrating the social sciences

into the field. But there are very few foundation officials with known

interests in the space sciences. While this situation may be altered "

in the future by the advent of greater space activity and the generational

change in foundation staffing, the Foundation Center couldn't identify

any past/current grants to a journal with a space-related focus--and

other sources could verify-only two small grants by foundations for

space-related research.

(2) Corporations. Corporate donations could be sought from the

aerospace companies with a greater chance of success. However, such

support undoubtedly would bring the journal's objectivity into serious

question. Corporate grants could only be accepted in very limited circum-

stances, if at all. Funds from non-aerospace corporationJ are pcssible

but unlikely.
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(3) Public Agencies. The National Science Foundation, the National

i Academy of Sciences, and the National Endowment for the Humanities indi-

cated that they are unlikely to support an unproven journal in the space

social science field. Although NASA might have a legitimate interest _

;, in supporting a space social science journal, the journal's reputation

for independence and objectivity would be tarnished, possibly irretrievably.

NASA might consider the option of publishing special c- _tate-of-the-art

papers or monographs as an alternative form of communication which would

better serve in-house priorities.
¢

(4) Individuals. Personal donations constitute the most promising

source of support for new ventures. _ The first volume of.the Series was

i funded largely through individual contributions. However, close per-
l

i sonal ties with donors are essential as a basis for mutual trust.

Fundln b a specialized journal inevitably is associated with instltu-

tional relationships. Funding is unavailable from most sources unless

the journal is associated with _ specific institutlon--such as a uni-

versity, a separate research institute, or other non-profit organization-- _

with separate and relatively secure operational funding procedures. It

would be more difficult to secure funds for an organization established

for the purpose of publishing a journal.

In sunnnary, the specialzzed journal market has expanded rapidly

during the past two decades but is show{ng _ome signs of slowing down

because of increasing inflationary and competitive pressures. Smaller

journals (with circulation below 2,000) have difficulty attracting

advertising and thus must rely on sales and any available outside

support. Publishing experts believe that a space-related social science

journal is feasible but warn that little or no advertising can be expected
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in the initial development/production stages. Obtaining an absolute

minimum of $12,000 (and more likely $15,000-30,000) per year for journal

support would be necessary for a period of about three years, to es=ablish

the journal's viability. This task would be difficult, _Ibcit not impos-

sible.
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search into optimal means of developing an "invisible network (or colle_e)"
of scholars potentially interested in exchanging ideas.

16. College/universlty libraries include numerous special collections,
including those in the following fields: humanities (394), social

scien:es (880), business and finance (I,760), law (806), medicine (1,955),
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clal Publishers, 1977.

18. A Team member was director of research for a major foundation for
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'I. Definit_on of Space Utilization

The opportunities c_eated by space have prompted serious consi- L

deratton of a proper definition of space industrialization/utilization.
James A. Downey, General Chairma_ of NASAs Rarshall Space Sflight Center,
provided a sound outlin_ of the sa14ent characteristics at the AI_A/HSFC
Symposium on Space Industrialization on Hay 26-27, 1976:

Space industrialization basically involves effective
utillzatlon of the extraterrestrial environneats to produce
products or to provide services of value to Earth. Inherent

in such a program are the following objectives:
i. The developm nt of the capability for the comerclal %

processing In space of unique and valuable materlals and

pharmaceuticals.

2. The support of future public service projects in

space that will provide significant social and economic re-

turns. For example, large public platforms in space offer

opportunities for a variety of low cost communications, in-
cluding TV, and electronic mail services.

3. The introduction and development of new techniques

and concepts to satisfy national needs, such as conversion

of solar energy to electrlcal energyin space and its trans-

mission to Earth for public use.

4. The development of slgnlfic_nt advanc:._cnts in the
extended space capabilities required to accommodate future

new space initiatives, including the development of space

operations and construction bases needed to fabricate and

erect the large structures needed for accomplishing future

public service missions.

5. The development of permanent occupancy of space by
m_o, an essential ingredient in truly exploiting the potential

uses of space for Industrial uurposes.

zx.  eievant social Scie,,ce

A) Business and F_nagement

1) Business and commexce, general

2) .Accounting
3) Bu_i_ess statlstlcs
4) Invest.ment and securities
5) Business management and admlnlstratlon

6) Indu_trla] management
?) Harkening and purchasing
8) Transport_tlon and publlc utilities

; 9) Insurance

• 10) lnternatlonal business

1_) Personnel _hnagement
�12)Labor and industrial relations '-

13) Bus_ness Economics

ORIGINAL PAGE IS
14) Operatlons research
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B) Commun_catlons

1) Communications D general
2) Communications, media

3) Co_nuntcattons, theory

C) Psychology

1) General psychology
2) Psycho_etrlcs
3) Industrial psychology

4) Physiological psychology
5) Social psychology
6) Environmental psychology .,

D) Public Administration i

l) Public policy i
2) Urban and regional Flanntng

E) Anthropology

1) Physical anthropology
2) Cu_tura! onth.ropology

F) Economics

I) lllstory of economlc_

2) Ecgnomlc a_te_s
3) Ecpnometrlcs and L_he_atlcal economics

4_ _'ernsttonal ecohomlcs

5_ _,_,'_:rt.a_ organization and public poltc F )

7) £c_uomle development

G) llistory

1) H_dern htstory
2) l_Isto_y O_ _ctence

ll) Geography

I) Political Science

l) CQvernm_nt

2) l_ternatl.onal relations '"
3) ]Rtern_¢!Qnal _aw and organization
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J) Sociology

i i) Sociological methods l_

! 2) Social organization I'

\ 3) Sociological theory [_

K) Education i

I) Science education
2)_ Social science education

-_ |_

L) Architecture and Planning i_

_t I) General architecture

W 2) Environmental Design

J

H) Philosophy

_ i) Geperal philosophy2) Philosophy of science

$' N) Reiigion. and Theology

° ,_-

...- . _ _

t ; J.:,_L
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GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY

WASHINGTON, D.C. _0057
GRADUATE SCHOOL

'_ OFFICE OF THE DkAN

,i
Space Utilization Team

I June i, 1978

Dear Colleague_

The social sciences and humanities are confronting numerous questions

and issues raised by recently developed prospects for the large scale

_ utilization of outer space. Serious proposals to industrialize or otherwise
develop or utilize space have stimulated e number of individual and group
research efforts, which are now considering the potential implications of

space utilization from various professional perspectives.

The broad participation of the social sciences/humanities community

is important to planning and perhaps one day implementing a program of

_ systematic utilization. Consequently, under NASA sponsorship, thespace

Space Utilization Team has begun to make a preliminary assessment of the

_t. size, needs, activities, growth potential, and appropriate role of the

,. professional commanity currently concerned w[th the potential implications

and impacts of a large scale space utilization program (a brief description
of this research is enclosed).

We would request that you:
r

(i) Please take the time to complete the enclosed survey and return to:

The Space Utilization Team
The Graduate School Office

Georgetown University

Washington, D.C. 20057

(2) Attach or send under separate cover any materials that you would

like indicating your background, interest, or involvement in the social

sciences and humani_ies aspects of space utiliza_ionj for example: resume,

curri, um vitae, hooks, articles, speeches, papers, course outlines or

descrli_1ons, and other pertinent work(s).

The results of this survey will he tabulated in late 1978 and will be

provided to NASA for research and program planning. We appreciate your kind
cooperation, which is essential to the success of this project.

Sincerely yours,

T. Stephen Cheston
Principal Investigator

#

m,
s
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I •Till" SPACE UTILIZATION TEAM, GEORGETOWN INIVERSITE, WASIIINGTON, D.C., 1978

Since the launch of Telstar in 1962, corporations, governments, and

non-profit educational institutions have relied more and more on products
and services provided from space. In tile 1970s, producers and consumers

have placed an increasing emphasis on space applications employing satel-

lites, such as I,ANOSAT. The 1980s promise even greater demand to utilize
the unique attributes of the space environment, bolstered by a new age of

space transportation built around NASA's Space Shuttle.
¢

The opportunities created by space have prompted serious consideration

of a proper definition of space industriallzation/utilization. James A.

Downey, General Chairman of NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center, provides
a sound outline of the salient characteristics:

, Space industrialization basically involves effective

utilization of the extraterrestrial environments to produce

products or to provide services of value to Earth. Inherent

in such a program are the following objectives:

' I The development of the capability for the commercial

processing in space of unique and valuab]e materials and
pharmac euticaIs.

2. The support of future public service projects in

space that will provide significant social and economic re-

turns. For example, large public platforms in space offer
opportunities for a variety of low cost conununications, in-

cluding TV, and electronic mail services.
3. The introduction and development of new techniques

and concepts to satisfy national need:;, such as conversion!
i of solar energy to o]ectrlcal energy in space and its trans-

mission to Earth for public use.

4. The development of significant advancements in the

extended space capabilities required to accommodate future

new space initiatives, including the development of space
operations and construction bases needed to fabricate and

erect the large structures needed for accomplishing future t
public service missions.

5. The development of permanent occupancy of space by

man, an essential ingredient in truly _xploiting the potential
uses of space for industrial purposes.

A growing number of scholars and pollcy-makers have suggested that the

rise of space industrialization/utillzatlon should be accompanied by on-going

assessments of intpacts on the social fabric. These professionals contend

that man's future in space involves more than a mere evaluation of the

technical and scientific feasibility of various projects. Economic, social,

legal, political, and value issues must be addressed as new capabilities

permit previously improbable adventures in space. This "pioneer" stage of
space industrialization offers a unique opportunity to address these critical

social issues before key technological decisions are made.

,. * AIAA/MSFC Symposium on Space Industrialization, F'ay 26-27, 1975, p. ii.

"_"w""f"_'_. _''', ..... ., -_, - "1 . ....

I
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-; Working under a NASA grant supplemented by modest private donations,
the Space Utilization Team at Georgetown University, under the direction

of Dr. T. Stephen Cheston, is beginning to prepare for the potential

impacts of large scale utilization of outer space by conducting a preli-

which addresses two related
minary study objectives:

(I) To evaluate the pertinent social science community

[

" The Space Utilization Team is initiating a preliminary Ii
assessment of tile professional community concerned with human

aspects of space utilization, focusing on such characteristics
Ias size, activities, needs, and growth potential. The tools r

employed in the evaluation include: (a) a survey of social

' scientists, (b) a current literature search on space indus-

_ trialization/utilization and related public policies, (c) a
review of university-level courses on space utilization, and

(d) the development of a preliminary matrix which identifies

social science and humanities disciplines and sub-disciplines
that are potentially relevant to space utilization.

(2) To assess the feasibility of a relevant journal

The Space Utilization Team is conducting a feasibility

"_ study to assess the academic and financial requirements ofd

'. a scholarly, interdisciplinary journal which concentrates

J on the human factors of space u_ilization. Such a journal

would seek to improve the quality of discussion by facilita-

ting the exchange of space utilization information and reflec-

t tlon. The tentative journal format includes original articles,
updates on relevant technological developments, and progress
reports on research in related fields.

' Other on-going functions of the Space Utilization Team include:

liaison with participants in the public policy-maklng process; active

membership on the Board of Trustees and on the lower from Space Committee

of the Universities Space Research Association (a group of 51 major

American universities); coordination of the Georgetown University Faculty

Working Group on space developments; and the development of graduate-

' level courses in the area. The Space Utilization Team also coordinated !

the social science aspects of the 1977 Princeton University Conference

on Space Manufacturing Facilities. The Space Utilization Team is currently

organizing a half-day seminar, "Human Factors of Outer Space Production,"
for the anuual meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of
Science.

Dr. T. Stephen Cheston, principal investigator ou the NASA study, is "

associate dean of the Graduate School at Georgetown University. Dr. Cheston

is assisted by a staff of four research assistants with expertise in such
fields as human values, technology transfer, Journalism, and international

relations. I

p,
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LIST OF SURVEY RESPONDENTS

#

Adrien, Pierre-Marie

,_ Inter-American Development Bank

Project Analysis Department #746-A

: 801 17th Street, Northwest

Washington, D.C. 20577

L| Alexander, Ceorge

._ Dean, University of Santa Clara Law School
=_ Santa Clara, California 95053

Alvarez, Rodolfo

, University of California at Los Angeles

Department of Sociology

Los Angeles, California 90024

• Anderson, Paul

4_ (Self-employed)
" 3 Las Palomas

Orinda, California 94563

Antley, Eugene

Edinboro State College

Department of Social Science
I02 Hendricks Hall

Edinboro, Pennsylvania 16412

Ashworth, Clark D.

University of Washi._gton
W5-10

Seattle, Washington 98195

Audlee, Bob, Jr.

Murlas Brothers, Inc.
400-2 Totter Pond Road

Waltham, Massachusetts 02154

Baer, Michael A.

University of Kentucky

Department of Political Science
1615 Office Tower

Lexington, Kentucky 40506

Bainhridge, William

University of Washington

Department of Sociology

Seattle, Washington 98195
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Barnes, Carole

California State Uniyersity, Sacramento

Department of Sociology

6000 J. Street
Sacramento, California 95819

Baumgardner, >_rion F.

Purdue University/LARS

1220 Potter Drive
West Lafayette, Indiana 47906

f

Beam, David R.
%

Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations

Washington, D.C. 20575

Beaver, Wilfred E.
Wisconsin Map Society, Ltd.

418 East Main Street

Sparta, Wisconsin 54656

Bechtel, Robert

Environmental Research and Development Foundation •

2030 East Speedway, Suite 116

Tucson, Arizona 85719

Bernard, Russell

West Virginia University

Department of Anthropology

Morganto_cn, West Virginia 26505

Bilstein, Roger

University of Houston, Clear Lake City /_
2700 Bay Area Boulevard "_

Houston, Texas ?7058

Blackburn, James B.

Rice University
School of Architecture

Houston, Texas 77001

Blurb, B. J.

California State University

Department of Sociology

Northridge, California 91330
I

Borman, Kathy

University of Cincinnati
401 TC

Cincinnati, Ohio 45221
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, Bova, Ben

OMNI _gazine |_

!909 Third Avenue
New York, New York 10022

Bradley, Drake

B_tes College• Department of Psychology

,_ Lewiston, Maine 04240

._ Brady, Joseph V.
' Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine

_ Division of Behavioral Biology
"_ The Traylor Building _

720 Rutland Avenue 1

, , Baltimore, Maryland 21205

-" Braun, Bennett G.

(Self-employed)
180 N. Michigan Avenue, Suite 1040

"i. Chicagc, Illinois 60601

S' Brown, William
The Hudson Institute

Quake_ Ridge Road

Croton on Hudson, New York 10520

Bryant, Bill

(Self-employed)
Box 1795

Williamsburg, Virginia 23185

Bugos, Beverly J. P

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Political Science Department

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

Bullaro, John

California State University, Northridge

Department of Recreation

Northridge, California 91330

Butler, Francis D.

United States _lilltary Academy

Department of Social Sciences

West Point, New YorP 10996

Cathcart, Ricard B.

Geographos

441S. Berendo, i01

Los Angeles, California 90020

4
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'_ Criswell, David R.
,_ Lunar Science Institute

3303 NASA Road, I

Houston, Texas 77058

Crouch, Thomas
National Air and Space Mueeum.4

Room 3555

7th and Independence Avenue, Sout_¢est

Washington, D.C. 20560

Cson_a, Paul I..
Director, Institute of Theoretical Science

University of Oregon

Eugene, Oregon 97403

Cullinan, Terrenee
SRI International

" 333 Ravenswood

-'_. Menlo Pack, California 94025

/ David, Leonard
FASST

2030 M Street Northwest, Suite 402

Washington, D.C. 20036

Davis, Hubert

Lyndo.. J. Johnson Space Center - NASA
Code "ER"

Houston, Texas 77058

Davis, James W.

Washington University

Department of Political Science i'

St. Louis, Missouri 63130 I
t

del Sesto, Steve '_

Cornell University I
Science, Technology, and Society

Clark Hall !I
Ithaca, New York 14850

DeSaussure, }lamilton

The University of Akron School of Law

Akron, Ohio 44325

Divine, Charles J.

Columbia University

Program In Social Psychology

Box 6, Teacher's College
525 West 120th Street

New York, New York 10027
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t
Dlhopolsky, Joseph

St. John's University •
Division of Social Sciences
300 tloward Avenue

• Staten Island, New York 10301

Dula, Arthur H.

Butler, Binlon, _ice, Cook, Knapp

ii00 Esperson Buildlnps

._ Houston, Texas 77002

Elton, _rtin

New York University
School of the Arts

144 Blecker Street

New York, New York 10012

Erstfeld, T. E.

'" Lockheed Corporation
Code: C-23C

Houston, Texas 77058

Eubank, John

Northwestern State University

Special Education Center/Rapldes Branch

1951½ Monroe Street

Alexandria, Louisiana 71301

Ezell, Edward C.

NASA Headquarters

LH-14 History Office

Washington, D.C. 20546

Facey, Stanley John
Duluth Air Force Base

23 ADS/DOC-D

Duluth, Minnesota 44811

Farrenkopf, Toni

California State Polytechnic University

Behavioral Scledce Department

380_ West Temple Avenue

Pomona, California 91768

Feldman, Nancy

Executive Board, National Space Institute
2120 East 46th Street

Tulsa, Oklahoma 74105

Q,

IP

.'L :
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Ferkis_, Victor •

Georgetown University

Department of Government

i Washington, D.C. 20057

,_ Finch, Edward R. '
Finch and Schaefler

36 West 44th Street

_ New York, New York 10036 ,

=_ Forward, Robert L.

Hughes Research Laboratories

3011 Halibu Canyon Road

Malibu, California 90265

Friesen, Larry J.

McDonnell Douglas Technical _rvice Company _
16915 E1 Camino Real, Suite 220 ,

' Houston, Texas 77058 i
J

Furst, Roy S. !
Meyer and Kronke Seafood, lac.
4061 Austin Boulevard

Island Park, New York 11785

Gellerman, Robert

Inter-American Development Bank

808 17th Street, Northwest, Room 603

Washington, D.C. 20577

Gewertz, Deborah

Amherst College

Department of Anthropology-Soclology
Amherst, Massachusetts 01002

Giesbrecht, Martin

Wilmington College

20 Faculty Place

Wilmington, Ohio 45177

Gilinsky, Adam

Princeton University l

e/o Department of Religion
Princeton, New Jersey 08540 !

Gilmore, Wllllam B.
Kansas State University

Department of Regional and Commu..lty Planning, E301
Manhattan, Kansas 66502

Q.
J •
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Glaser, Peter E.

i Arthur D. Little, Inc.
20 Acorn Park

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02140
f"

Glen, Jerry

= "" (Future Options Roc j
2005 Belmont Road

Washington, D.C. 20009

,_ Gorove, Margaret J.
" University of Mississippi

Department of Art, College of Liberal Arts

University, Mississippi 38677

Gorove, Steven

University of Mississippi Law Centec
University, Mississippi 38677

i Gould, Charles{

., Rockwell International
Space IndustrlalizationManager
12214 k_kewood Boulevard, SK 24

:, Downey, California 90241

Cravander, Jerry
Clarkson College of Technology

Department of Humanities
Potsdam, New York 13676

Craves, Frank
Institute of Public Administration

1930 Columbia Road, Northwest, Suite 211

Washington, D.C. 20009

Crodzka, Philomena

Lockheed Missiles & Space Center
Box 1103

Huntsville, Alabama 35807

Crogger, Paul K.

University of Colorado
Department of Geology and Envlronmental _clences
Colorado Springs, Colorado 80907

H_Ines, Richard r.
NASA-Ames Research Center

239-2 Ames Research Center

Moff_ Field, California 94035
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Harklns, Arthur

k University of _nnesotai
203-F Burton Hall "

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

Haupt, Arthur
• .. Population Reference Bureau

." 1337 Connecticut Avenue, Northwest
Washington, D.C, 20036

,&

Helmreich, Robert

i_ University of Texas
Department of Psychology

211 Mezez Hall

Austin, Texas 78712

5

Henderson, Davld

McDonnell Douglas Technical Service Company

16915 E1 Camino Real, #220

-, Houston, Texas 77058
¢ ,

t Henson, Carolyn
L5 Society
1620 North Park Avenue

" Tucson, Arizona 85719

|loffman, Jerry D.
SUNY - Cortland

, Department of Philosophy

Cortland, New York 13045

Hoffman, R. L.
North Carolina State University

Uviversity Studies

Raleigh, North Carolina 27607

Holman, _ry C.
Ceorge Washington University

Department of Economics

Washington, D.C 20052

llopklns, Mark

The Rand Corporation
1700 Main Street

Santa }bnlca, California 90406

Boppock. lobert
New _or_ University
104 Webster Avenu_

_L_nhasset, New York 11030

m
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Hubbard, Barbarat
Conunit:ee for the Future

2325 Porter Street, Nc thwest

Washington, D.C. 20008

t Hubbard, F_rl(No affiliation)
Wells Hill Road

Lakeville, Connecticut 06039

• Huebner, Jay

_,_ University of North F]orlda
Department of Natural Sciences

Jacksonville, Florida 32216

t
Hull, Stephen W. !

PaJaro Valley Unified School District
• 165 Blackburn Street

- Watsonville, California 95706

" Jackson, A. A.

System Developmen_ Corporation
500 D_cara Avenue

Sunnyvale, California _4086

Joels, Kerry H.

National Air and Space Huseum
Director of Education

7th and Independence Averue, Southwest
Washington, D.C. 20560

Johnson, Norris B.
University of North Carolina

Department of Anthropology

Chapel illll, North Carolina 27514

Jones, Edwin

Iowa State University

Electrica_ Englneerln_ Department

Ames, Iowa 50010

Jordan, William A.
York University

Faculty of Mmlni_trative Studtes
4700 Keele Street

Downsvlew, Ontario, M3J2R6, Canada

Katz, James E.
Harvard Un_ver_ity
Program for 3c,encc ann Inte ,atlonal Affairs

Cambrld_e, _ _s-_chu_ett:s 021_o

6

'i

%. .. ', ;_.
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Keller, David

General Electri_- Valley Forge Space Center

Advanced Space Programs
Box 8555

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19101

Kierulff, }lerbert E.

University of Southern Californla

Graduate School of Business Administration, BRI-6

Los Angeles, California 90007

Klausner, Samuel L.
Center for Research on the Acts of Nan

3718 Tr_.u_,;tWalk/CK

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104

chard L. Kline

NASA Space Programs
AO9-2_

Bethpage, New York 11714

Knight, Richard

Utah State University
Department of Secondary EdL,enriun
UMC 28

Logan, Utah 84321

Kott, Alan
New York State Division of Substal,ce Abuse Services
2 World Trade Centez

New Yozk, New York 10047

Krebs, Arlene I_
New York University
250 Garfield Place

Brooklyn, Now Yor_" 11215

Kurland, Albert A.

Maryland Psychiatric ReseaLch Cen_.er
Box 3235

Baltimore, _Laryland 21228

Lanneret, Ltnda Stevenson
(No affiliation)

1469 Plymouth Avenue
t San Fra.clsco, California 94112

Lelster, Valnora
Smlthaonlan lnsLitut ion
Room 3546

Washington, D.C. 20560
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Livingston, Dennis

Marlboro College
Division of Social Science _

Marlboro, Vermont 05344

Logsdon, John M.

George Washington University

Graduate Program in Science,

Technology & Public Policy

Washington, D.C. 20052

Lowenberg, Richard

Bio-Arts Laboratory

3101 Washington Street

San Francisco, California 94115

MacDanlel, William F.

Niagara University

Department of Sociology and Social Welfare

Niagara, New York 14109

Mace, Thomas E.

Digital Equipment Corporation - MRI

Software Course Development

200 Forest Station

Marlboro, Massachusetts 01752

Mace, William

Temple University

Research and Program Development

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19122

Marshall, Henry

Public Works, Inc.

5201 Bayard Lane

Houston, Texas ?7006

Maruyama, Magoroh

Wright Institute

2728 Durant Avenue

Berkeley, California 94704
>

Matloff, Gregory L.

New York University

Department of Applied Science

26-36 Stuyvesant Street .

New York, New York 10003

McDonald, John R.

Audle Murphy V.A. Medical Center

San Antonlo, Texas 78284
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McDonald, Robert

University of North Carolina

Counseling Center
Nash Hall, 032-A

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514

McKillen, Rosemary

McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company
16915 E1 Camino Real. Suite 220

Houston, Texas 77058

McKinney, William M.
University of Wisconsin/Stevens Point

Department of Geography-Geology

Stevens Point, Wisconsin 54481

MeLane, William F. \

The Center for Astronomy, Society, and the Citizen

228 Executive Office Building
36 West _in Street

Rochester, New York 14614

McLeister, Kathleen

(Independent Consultant) •
1720 Lombard Street

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19146

MeNeal, Sherry Rae

Loyola University
6525 North Sheridan Road

Chicago, Illinois 60626

McWllllams, Robert _
Virginia Polytechnic Institute

Department of Sociology

Blacksburg, Virginia 24061

Mendelsohn, Harold •
University of Denver

Department of Mass Communications
Denver, Colorado 80210 :

Menter, Martin
Haffer & Alterman

1730 Rhode Island Avenue, Suite 607

Washington, D.C. 20036

Merrick, Thomas W.

Georgetown University

Center for Population Research

Washington, D.C. 20057
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Michaud, Michael

Georgetown University
8801 Lowell Street

Bethesda, _ryland 20034

Mietus, Kenneth J.

",, Western Illinois University

Department of Sociology ";

Macomb, Illinois 61455

Milbrath, Lester

State University of New York
Enviromnental Studies Center

123 Wilkeson Quadrangle, El]icott Complex •

Buffalo, New York 14261
!

Miller, Beatrice D. \
University of Wisconsin

Department of Anthropology :
Madison, Wisconsin 53706

Miller, Bernie
ECON Inc.

900 State Road
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

/
Miller, Don

San Francisco State Universlty

Department of Anthropology

1600 Holloway Avenue

San Francisco, California 94132

Miller, Jerry _

Louisiana Polytechnic Institute
College of Education
Ruston, Louisiana 71272

Miller, Robert J.

University of Wisconsin
Department of Anthropology
Madison, Wisconsin 53706

Miloglav, Gary

Oakland Municipal Court

600 Washington Street

Oakland, California 04607

Montgomery, Donald J.
Michigan State University

Department of Mechanics, Material Science

East Lansing, _chlgan 48824
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Moore, William C.

International University Foundation

1819 H Street, Northwest

Washington, D.C. 20006

Moravcsik, Michael J.

University of Oregon
Institute of Theoretical Science

Eugene, Oregon 97403

Morentz, Jim
Research Alternatives

10221 Arizona Circle

Bethesda, Maryland 20034

_tts, C. J.

California State University, Fullerton

Department of Anthropology

Fullerton, California 92634

Murphy, Daniel

Horsham Hospital
Welsh Road and Butler Pike

Amblor, Pennsylvania

Nash, Philleo

American University i810 Third Street, South

Wisconsin Pmplds, Wisconsin 54494 _

Natanl, Kirmach . 2

USAF School of Aerospace Medicine _"

Building I00 (NGN), Clinical Science ,
Brooks Air Force Base

San Antonio, Texas 78235

Neal, David N.

University of E%:,nsville

Department of Sociology
P.O. Box 329

Evansville, Indiana 47?02

Neumann, Thomas

University of Minnesota

Department of AnthropoLogy
215 Ford Hall

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

Neviaser, Michael

' L-5 Society

2659 Glengyle Drive

Vienna, Virginia 22180

i
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Ne_amn, Lois

(Free-lance Writer)

._ 1680 North Vine Street, Suite 918
Hollywood, California 90028

_, Nichols, Robert G.
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center - NASA

Kentron Int., Building 30
Houston, Texas 77058

• Norton, Riihard D.
Institute for the Achievement of Human Potential

'! TWA Hangar

San Francisco International Airport

San Francisco, California

Norwood, Frank W.
Joint Council of Educational Telecommunications

'! 1126 16th Street, Northwest
Washington, D.C. 20036

Nyberg, Jane
"_ University of California, Davis

503 Rockaway Beach Avenue

:_ Paciflca, California 94044

Oberg, James
U.S. Air Force

Route 2, Box 1813

Dickinson, Texas 77539

O'Leary, Brian

Princeton University, Jadwin

Department of Physics
Box 708
Princeton, New Jersey IG019

(}man, Richard

Grumman Aerospace Corporation

Research Department, AOS-35

Bethpage, New York 11714

Pierce, Chester H.

Harvard University

i Nichols House

; Appian Way

! Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

I Ptkus, Irwin
'I

U.S. Department of State

'I, OES/APT/SA
'I Washington, D.C. 20520 "
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Pollock, Stan

i_ St. _ry's College
Sociology Department
Winona, Minnesota 55987

Popkin, Michael

University of Minnesota Medical Center

Mayo Memorial Building, Box 345

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414

Preiser, Wolfgang F. E.

Architectural Research Consultants, Inc.
Director of Research

P.O. Box 1158

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87103

Provis, Tim

(No affiliation)

2020 Hain Street, #ii

Santa Clara, California 95050
?
J

., Relchmann, R. L.

Harvard Divinity School
45 Francis Avenue

' Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

Rhoades, Lawrence J.

American Sociological Association

1722 N Street, Northwest

Washington, D.C. 20036

Riner, Reed D.
Northern Arizona University

Department of Anthropology
Box 15200

Flagstaff, Arizona 86001

Robinson, George S.
Smlthsonlan Institution

Office of General Counsel

1000 Jefferson Drive, Southwest

Washington, D.C. 20560

Rosen, Stan

USAF Space and Missile Systems Organization/SKD
P.O. Box 92960, Worldway Postal Center

Los Angeles, California 90009

Rudoff, Alvin

San Jose State University

Department of Sociology

San Jose, California 95192
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Rudow, William i_
Tufts University !_
Engineering Design Department i_
Medford, _ssachusetts 02155

Salmon, Jack !,
University of West Florida

. Department of Politlcal Science

Pensacola, Florida

Scherer, J.

Oak/and University

Sociology Department

Rochester, Michigan 48063

Schorr, John K. _i
Stetson University

Department of Sociology, Box 1263
DeLand, Florida 32720

Schroeer, Dietrich J

University of North Carolina

Department of Physics and Astronomy

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514

Sheiner, Ben

Poscack Valley Hospital

Department of Anesthesia
Old Hock Road

Westwood, New Jersey 07675

• Sheldon, Charles

Library of Congress
CRS/SPR -_

Washington, D.C. 20540

Sieber, Joan

California State University, Hayward
Psychology Department
Hayward, California 94542

5

Simon, Michael

Stanford Space Development Institute
P.O. Box 5669
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SINGLE DISCIPLINE.,. TEC_NOI,OG,Y-KEYED _TRIX
i

PROBL_IAREA: Potential for widespread death and property damage from
,_ earthqunkes

Back,r_d: A recent study reports that "Senator AI_- Cranston
(D. - Callfornla) told the Senate: 'The United States today faces
the greatest potentlal danger from earthquakes that we have ever
faced,before. It is only in the last decade or so that our pop-
ulatlon has become concentrated in major cities and along our
coastal regions, and major construction has occurred on landfill
and other unstable soils.' If California were to exper_.enceto-
day an earthquake comparable to the 1906 San Francisco quake, Cran-
ston said, deaths could number in the tens of thousands and the
property damage could exceed $20 Rllion. Some 70 milllon Ameri-
cans llve with a significant risk to their lives and property, ac-
cording to the National Academy of Sciences . . . Only 8 percent
of Americans can _fely ignore the earthquake hazard." (i)

RELEVANT SPACE TECHNOLOGY: Satelllte-based earthquake prediction syst¢:_

Background: A satelllte-based earthquake prediction system has
_, been descrlb_d in several studies as One option for increasing

the timeliness and accuracy of earthquake predictions, f2) In
Harcb 1979, the European Spe_e Agency and the Council-.: Europe

, announced a Joint program, expected to be in full swing by 1990,
which utilizes data from ground ststlons, satelllter, and a_rcraft
in an attempt to supply data whlch will aid earthquake prediction
in ten European countries. (3)

REL_ANT SOCIAL SCIENCE DISCIPLINE: Sociology, espe_lally human and
social organization response to disaster predlctlo:,s

Discussion: Sociologists studying _u_a_ -eactlon to disaster pre- P
dictions are beginning to do::umen_ an £_,tereatlng, and in some
quarters, unexpected phenomenon. Public predictions of major dis-
asters may, on balance, be mor____costly in lives end dollars than
withholding of such information. "Scholars war_ that earthquake pre-

dictions might lead to mass migration of people and industries,
a drastic dzc_ in real estate w._ _s, reduced tax revenues, and
widespread unemployment for re_alnlng residents. The social chaos
which might acco_:_any such preJ_ct_ons Is a potential Impact of
reliable predictions, not to mentlon _.red:ctlona with a lengthy
time span, or even incorrect _edlctions. Some experts have con-
cluded that earthquake predlc_lon research should be immediately
discontinued because of the p._tentlal social effects. (4) Others
present empirical research vhlch suggests that earthquake pre-
dictions have little, £f any, socio-economic consequences. (5)
The British Journal, Nature,concluded in 1973 that "the prospects
for soclety are neither unl£ormly good nor uniformly bad, and there
is still time, but relatJ,_.';y little, to explore the _ays in ehlch
good prospects can be encouraged and bad ones minimized."

Thus, the most recent .,t.d 2 by the Commission on Soclotechnical
Systems of the National Academy of Sciences concluded: "Constructive

m
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use of this new prediction technology will depend to a con-

, stderable extent on the accuracy and reltabtl!ty of our know-
ledge about how people and organizations will respond to these

,. predictions and warnings." (6)
\

Social scientists have an important opportunity, and responsl-

blllty, to coordinate and dlsse_Inate relevant findings in this

field before final decisions as to the usefulness of enrthqua_e

prediction technologies are reached, and well before any Imple-mentatlon of such technologies. Studies of the technlcal feas!-

billty of such technologles should be augmented by soclo/polltlcal/ :
" economic impact analyses of earthquake predict£on devlces.

•, SO_ FUTURE RESEARCH PRIORITIES: Empirical studies of forecast effects;

.i comparison of different countries' puhllc pollcies toward prediction; :
impact of administrative structures on prediction outcome.

NOTES:

(i) Editorial Research Reports, Advances :Ln Science, Nashtngton,
D.C., 1979

(2) National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Outlook for

'b S_, Washington_ D.C., 1976.

# Wall Street Journal, "Tracking Tremors," April 18, 1979.

. INSICHT, the National Space Institute, January 1979.

(3) Science News, March 31, 1979, p. 31.

(4) Carret Hardin, Stalking the Nlld Taboo, 1973, pp. 123-134.

(5) Dr. Eugene llaas, Institute for Behavioral Sciences, the

University of Colorado, Ne_ York Tlmes, Hay 15, 1976.

(6) cited in "Earthquake Forecasts: The _2rils of Prediction."
The Futurist. June 1979, p. 233.
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PROBLEM AREA: Declining access to d_cision makers of the general public,
accompanied by the rise in special interest representation

and lobbying create a society improperly represented.

\ PROPOSED sPACE TECHNOLOGY: Two-way interactive satellite commuaication
,! systems, as suggested ifi the Rockwell and Aerospace Cor-

portation studies. Such a system has been tested by Congress.(1)

_i'_ RELEVANT SOCIAL SCIENCE DISCIPLINE: Political science, especially citizen

,_ participation and interaction of technology and politics.

Discussion: Many observers have proposed utilizing two-

way, interactive satellites as a means of promotlng low
cost "remote testimony." It is argued that such facilitles

would encourage the citizen who is normally not able to

_ be represented in Washlngton. to provide hls/her views

to lawmakers. While initial experiments have demonstrated

the theoretical usefulness of such a system, (2), certain

quantitatlve data developed by Professor Normmn Nie of

the University of Chicago (3) sugge_# that as viewers
are.exposed to advanced television concepts, political

participation declines. Moreover, if che new systems

are not limited to political participation, that is

._i if.expanded entertainment choices accompany the new

j ,.system, one can expect actual political participation
to.decllne. The impact of this study, while not definitive,

,. provides insight into possibilities not suggested by

u proponents of the two-way systems. • Perhaps the insights
generated in the study Of politlcal, partlclpation can

' be applied to the new interactiv@ technologies so as
•to encourage greater levels of participation.

FUTURE RESEARCH NEEDS: To establish a definitive r;iatlonship between

political participation and exposure to new communications technologies;

to study the level of participation, as we_l as the makeup of those

participating in current two-way Interactive situatlons.

NOTES: (I) See Fred B. Wood, et al,'"Vi'deoconferencing via

Satellite: Opening Congress to the People," the Ceorge

Washington University, February 1978.

,... °

(2) See Ben A. Franklln,'"2 Mayor and Aides Confer for

2 Hours on Satellite TV," New York Times, Nov. 21, 1978.

(3) Norman H. Nie, "Future Developments in Mass Communications
and Citizen Participatlon," in Political Science and the

Study of the Future, Albert Somit, editor, Hinsdale, III,
The Dryden Press, 1974, p.132-154.
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_LE'I_iXTABLE 1
%

Prel_mlnary Discipline-Keyed Matrix

DISCIPLINE O}IF IHPACT GENERAL SOCIAL SCIENCE

Tier A Tier B

Anthropology X X

Architecture X X

Business X 0 X X

Communication X X X

Design X X

Economics X X X X

Education X 0 X X

Geography X

History 0 X X

Int'l Relations 0 X X X

Law X X X X

Philosophy 0 X

Political Sci. 0 X X X

Psychology X 0 X

Public Adm. X X X

Sociology X X X X

Key:

X - discipline with primary applications

O - discipline with secondary applications

P
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HA']'RIX 'FABLE 2

General Social Science - Tier A

Discipline Institutionalization Public Perspec- Hilitary

of Space Indust. tive and Policy Aspects

Anthropology

Architecture

Business X X

Co1_m_unication

Design

Economics X X X

Education O X 0

Geography

History X X X

Int'i Relations X X X

Law X X

Philosophy.

Political Sci. X X X

Psychology 0 0

Public Adm. X

Sociology X 0

Key:
X - discipline with primary applications

O - discipline with secondary applications

l
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_LATRIX TABLE 4

Orbital Human Factors

Design of Procedures
Orbital Facilities for Personnel

Discipline Selection Training Stay Times in Space in Orbit

Anthropology O X O

Architecture X

Business X

Communication X X

Design X :
I

Economics X X X 1

Education X O O I

!

Geography 11

History !'
Int'l Relations O 0 J,

I,

La_ X X X X I0
I,

Philosophy 0 ,,
i

Political Sci. 0 :

P_vchoiogy X X X X X

Public Ad.,. X X

.c_Jctology X X X X X !:

Key:
X - ,ll"ctpltne with prlmary application

0 dl.cipline with "econdnry application
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